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A. Introduction

Auroville was inaugurated on 28th Feb. 1968 as an international city ded-
icated to human unity and prior to the inauguration, the Mother made a 
conceptual sketch of the city with its 4 zones as the basis for the town 
plan for her architect Roger Anger to work with (fig-001 – hand sketch). 
The galaxy plan prepared in 1967 was exhibited as a scale model during 
the inauguration and several years later the models of the building of 
the Matrimandir and the Bharat Nivas was inserted into it (fig-002- pic 
galaxy model). The township is composed of a city area delineated into 
4 zones centered on the Matrimandir and surrounded by a green belt. 
The project situated 12 kms north of Pondicherry, is being developed 
on lands purchased from the local landowners. There has been a steady 
effort in the last 35 years to set up a planning body that could organize 
the development in a manner that is not just responding to the needs as 
they emerge but also to anticipate the future needs. Unfortunately, it has 
not been possible to prepare an urban plan that allows for incremental 
growth with development regulations along with detail development 
plans, as some sections of the community believe this methodology will 
fragment and dilute the galaxy concept. The present development pat-
tern is collection of loosely linked clusters of settlements that tend to be 
self-organizing with their own sub-cultures. This impacts the population 
growth, demographics and the governance structure at the larger level 
of the project.   

To address this lacuna L’Avenir D’Auroville / Town Development Council 
of Auroville was mandated to undertake the urban planning to promote 
and facilitate the growth of Auroville in 2011. A proposal was presented 
by the lead consultant to undertake a study to identify the development 
priorities and directions of growth to enable the planning body to frame 
policies, design programs and formulate projects with annual budgets. 
The proposal was accepted by L’Avenir D’Auroville / Town Development 
Council of Auroville and work order issued on 21st March 2019.

fig-001 – hand sketch

fig-002- pic galaxy model
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B. Geography and Population
Understanding Geography, both the physical and human, is essential to 
be able to put into context the forces that shape development and pop-
ulation growth. The physical geography of Auroville’s township area and 
the regional context including the topography, geology, climate, vegeta-
tion and linkages to the human settlements with the inputs and outputs 
from them has been extensively mapped and documented, even if it has 
not been rigorously cross referenced and consolidated.  (Ref: list of docs)

1- Resident population
Since the inauguration of the project in Feb 1968, the population of Au-
roville has been growing at an average between 3-4% per annum.  For the 
scope of this study, the population data from period 2007 to 2019 was 
collected and analyzed. It was found that from 2007, the population has 
grown from 1,980 to 3,073 residents in 2019 (Fig-003-20190630-Growth 
rate (total population))

The population data for the period 2008 to 2018 was aggregated in age 
bins of 5 years; the growth rate for age groups of 15 to 55 yrs shows a 
slower increase compared to the 0-15 age group.  (Fig-004-20190702-
Decadal change in age (5-yr bins)) 

To analyze further the disproportion btw the decadal growth rate of de-
pendent and working population, the population was segregated by gen-
der and age bins of 0-20 yrs, 21-65 yrs and 65 yrs and above, to compare 
the increase in % of the productive population which is the age group of 
21 to 65 yrs with the rest. The data then clearly indicates without course 
correction to facilitate youth and young adults to join, most of the reve-
nue generated will used to meet the operational expenditure with little 
surplus to invest in development. The resultant economic stagnation, if 
it spirals into a negative feedback loop would require interventions that 
might comprise the autonomy of the project. (Fig-005-20190702-Decadal 
change in age (graph))

Aromar Revi in his “Auroville Mission Notes 23 to 25 Jan 2007” makes an 
observation that “A lack of affordable housing and a possible deficit in 
available consumption expenditure from the basic ‘wage’ paid to Auro-
vilians are possibly serious constraints to younger people joining Auro-

Fig-003-20190630-Growth rate (total population)

Fig-004-20190702-Decadal change in age (5-yr bins)
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ville and enabling the aspired growth in populations to a critical mass”. 
13 years later this observation is validated by the decadal growth rate 
of 2008-18 of the age group 20-24 yrs old. Moreover, the existing gover-
nance and administrative structure discourages startups and small busi-
nesses that could help with employment and housing.  

Depending on the development priorities adopted, targeted policies 
and programs could translate these priorities into a development plan, 
increasing the population growth and influencing the demographics. Any 
of the 3 projected growth rates - 4.88%, 5.50% and 7.00%, when translated 
into development targets within each sector for physical and social infra-
structure development and economic growth will necessarily need to be 
interlinked for a resilient development.   (Fig-006-population-growth) 

Besides the resident population, there are 4 other types of population 
using the services and infrastructure developed and maintained by 
Auroville. They impact the development of Auroville in various ways and 
influence the development priorities directly and indirectly: 

2-Tourist or day visitors
This population varies between couple of thousands a day to over ten 
thousand during holidays and special occasions, placing a demand on the 
essential urban services like roads, public parking, water, energy, sanita-
tion, solid waste management and human resources to order and facil-
itate the flow. They are also a source of revenue through parking fees, 
food & beverage and sale of products.  

3-On site guests, interns and volunteers
This group during certain periods of the year exceeds the resident Auro-
vilian and newcomer population, which places a demand not just on the 
physical and social infrastructure but also on cultural and educational 
institutions. This implies that the human resources engaged to serve the 
essential needs of the community must meet this additional demand and 
should be factored in the user population projections for the programs 
and projects.  

4-Employees, vendors, goods & services delivery 
Depending on the category, each of the above-mentioned floating popu-

Fig-005-20190702-Decadal change in age (graph)

Fig-006-population-growth
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lation use some of the essential services and infrastructure, they contrib-
ute to the growth and development, varying from direct employment, 
contracts and suppliers and such. 

5-People from the settlements, urban and rural in the region. 
To ensure the shared enjoyment of the commons, also called “Perm-
boke” lands as per the state terminology and the preservation of the 
eco-system services for a sustainable co-existence, development priori-
ties of Auroville will necessarily be entwined with local panchayat, block 
and district level development plans. 

The Master plan prepared for Asia-urbs in 2003-ref: chapter 2- section 2.6: 
Demographic characteristics shows the population trend graph of 1968 
to 2001 growing from 320 residents in 1974 to 1700 residents in 2003. 
Further on in chapter 4, section 4.2- assigned population table provides 
for a projected population of 5000 inhabitants in 2008 with 2/3 of these 
in the active working age group growing to a population of 50,000 by 
year 2025. 

But 17 years after publication of the Asia-urbs report 2003, the popula-
tion trends indicate that we may have about 5000 residents only by year 
2030. This should be a convincing argument to undertake a complete 
review Auroville’s governance and developmental policies, priorities 
and programs. 

C. Identifying the directions of growth and development priorities 
for 2021 – 26.

The consultants adopted a methodology that would be evidence based 
to identify the needs and gaps in the present development, to frame 
policies and programs that would address the developmental challenges 
in the mid & long term to enable Auroville to manifest the goals as laid 
down in the “Auroville Charter” and fulfill the vision that Mother detailed 
out in her “Dream”.
The work was taken up in 4 stages, post analysis of the population 
growth and demographics to quantify the existing development to the 
needs of the various age groups and identify the gaps, if any to prepare 

development programs that would address these gaps. 

Stage 1- Data collection and Analysis of existing situation for the period 
of 2008 to 2018 in 3 areas – (a) Economic (all domains and commercial 
sector) (b) physical infrastructure – water & energy (c) Social infrastruc-
ture (health / education / housing) 

The data was collected from various working groups and agencies that 
record the investment and expenditure, including the number and profile 
of persons involved and/ or affected, maps and drawings of the develop-
ment of land and buildings. Questionnaires and interview method was 
used in order to map the qualitative aspect of the existing development 
in meeting the needs of the population, to frame the projected needs. 

Stage -02 - Using focus group sessions with informed individuals, we 
undertook group interaction to generate data and insights that would be 
unlikely to emerge in the primary data (questionnaires / interviews) and 
secondary data (population / gender / age) collection and analysis. 
The focus group session with 50+ persons was held on 11th Jan’20.  The 
data from the stage 1 was shared, reflected upon and feedback was given 
on the scope / type of data collected and the resultant output. Small 
group table discussion took place about each of the three sectors and 
subsequently using dot vote method arrives at convergence on develop-
ment directions and priorities. 

Stage-03 – We undertook consultations with Auroville working groups, 
agencies and experts directly involved in the sectors studied. Auroville 
working groups members are selected or nominated by the residents, 
and they are expected to undertake governing, administrating or regu-
latory tasks. All others are self-organizing voluntary group of individuals 
who are involved at the grass roots level and / or at the advisory level to 
the working groups as consultants depending on their capacity and avail-
ability. Each of the selected groups and individuals were presented with 
the study undertaken in the sector pertaining to their field of action com-
paring it with the population growth and demographics to share the -

1. The gaps and challenges in the sub-sector for the period studied and 
emerging developmental needs based on the projected population 
growth for the decade 2019- 2028. 
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2. Methodology used for identifying the development priorities and 
directions in each sector and its translation into policies - programs - 
projects.

3. The comparative evaluation of emerging sectoral policy and program 
planning on each other, co-related to the aggregated developmen-
tal benefits for the Aurovilian and effective / efficient resource use; 
human, natural and monetary. 

Stage-04- Integrating the feedback of the focus group, working groups 
and experts, the output of the study will be presented to the residents 
for information, inputs and support in ratifying Auroville’s developmental 
policies, programs and projects for the next decade. The Auroville Town 
Development Council (ATDC) could then appoint a consulting team of ex-
perienced urban planners to prepare the Auroville’s “Detail Development 
Plan (DDP)” with annual budgets and resource mobilization strategy with 
this ratified “development priorities and directions for growth with policy 
/ program / project framework”. 

D. Output of the stage 1, 2 & 3- data collection & analysis and consul-
tation with focus & working group respondents.

D.1.a- Economy data analysis: 

In Auroville economic activity is sub-divided in 2 categories: commercial 
and service. The “service” here should not be confused with the conven-
tional sector classification as in primary (agriculture) – secondary (manu-
facturing / construction) – tertiary (service) sectors. The use of the word 
“service” within Auroville denotes to units and activities whose primary 
motive is to manage the development of physical & social infrastructure, 
undertake research, innovation, training and consultancy to building the 
knowledge services for Auroville to fulfil its intent as a city of the future.  

For economic growth and development, capital formation is the key 
factor. Due to the nature of regulations the AV foundation Act, normal 
channels for accessing capital like borrowing from financial institutions or 
bringing in investors with profit sharing is not possible. 

Despite these limitations the number of commercial units (manufactur-
ing, construction, hospitality & restaurants) has increased from 165 to 
377 or 128% increase in the decade of 2008 to 18 but there is only a 36% in-
crease in the turnover during the same period and a net surplus increase 
at 19%.   This could be because over 50% of the units are small enterprises, 
unable to build up capital for investment, diversification and growth, 
thus become non-viable at the worst or stagnate as one- or two-person 
self-employment enterprise.

The “service” units in Auroville provide some of the municipal / essential 
functions and / or non-contested public service within the Auroville, for 
example, the energy, water, roads, food distribution, basic clothing sup-
ply, community canteens and kitchens. These may have a regular budget 
provided by the Budget Coordination Committee with personnel whose 
maintenances are paid out from the city services. But some of them by 
providing services at non-profit basis and / or taking up projects generate 
income that is sufficient to cover their expenditure and surpluses that 
can be ploughed in to expand the scope and capacity of the service unit 
to gear up for the growing needs of Auroville.  
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Comparing the net value added (NVA) of all the activities combined; com-
mercial and service, it is evident that over 50% of the units have a NVA of 
9 Lakhs and below with surplus of 2 Lakhs, as per 1995-96 baseline. The 
nominal figures (or you can call it actual or current prices) for 2018-19 
would 4 times this at 36 Lakhs NVA and 8 Lakhs surplus (Fig-007-economy.
all.domains)

If we project the employment using the trend generated with the 2008 
-18 data for both these sectors without counting the persons on city 
services maintenance, it is clear that it may not be possible to generate 
sufficient employment to absorb a population growth rate of more than 
3-4%, which is what is it has been since decades.  (Fig-008- employment. 
all. domains). 

And if the city services maintenances are also included in the projec-
tion of capacity to generate employment, it shows higher employment 
growth in the number of persons employed with city services budget 
than directly within commercial and service sector. This will create a bot-
tleneck in the generation of capital for development as the BCC will face 
cash flow issue due to reduced contributions. (Fig-009-employment.all.

Fig-007-economy.all.domains

Fig-008-employment.all.domains Fig-009-employment.all.domains.cs
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domains.cs) (Fig-009A-Av. financial. Service)

NVA & surplus generated along with the employment of Aurovilians 
during the period 2008-18 was analyzed for only commercial units in 
architecture & construction, electronics and engineering, eateries, guest 
houses, handicrafts and handicrafts without Maroma. 

Comparison of the decadal growth rate of development with population 
in various sub-categories from energy consumption to capital investment 
for the period of 2008 – 2018 reveals the lack of coherent policy planning 
linking economic development to physical and social infrastructure devel-
opment. (Fig-010-decadal growth).

Comparing the turnover, net value added, total surplus, employment 
and surplus to NVA for the commercial units in Auroville for the period 
of 2008-18, there are indications of stagnation.  (Fig-011-commerical. 
units-turnover-surplus) (Fig-011A-Arch&Design.DuStudio)

Fig-009A-Av.financial.service

Fig-010-decadal growth Fig-011-commerical. units-turnover-surplus
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The present structure for economic development disincentivizes growth 
and employment generation. This coupled with the policy of a universal 
33% contribution, prevents and penalizes investment in development 
echoing the license raj period of India. Not undertaking exercise of cate-
gorizing the economic activities by size, activity type and cycle will result 
in the best-case scenario of a stagnation of economic growth & develop-
ment and in the worst-case scenario, a hidden and underground network 
of exchange of goods & services and asset creation to survive.  

D.1.b- Output of the study based on economy data: 

1. Ratio of surplus generated to net value added is low to moderate in 
almost all sectors.

2. Employment of Aurovilians in commercial units not in proportion to 
the population growth. 

3. Lack of access to capital, limited developed sites and tedious pro-

cedures to obtain development permissions prevents expansion of 
existing units and discourages start-ups

4. Lack of legal and administrative support to meet the required regula-
tory conditions 

5. Financial aid for supported skill development missing

6. Lack of sufficient housing stock for Aurovilians and non-Aurovilians, 
impediment to engage skilled persons

D.1.c- Inputs from the focus group respondents on the Auroville econo-
my study: 

Output from the focus group respondents. 

1. Increase income generation activities to move towards self-sufficien-
cy.

2. Identify the areas of economic growth and incentivize it (knowledge, 
food, tourism)

3. Investigate effective use of existing assets along with additional 
sources of financing / funding for start-ups and expansion.

4. Encourage economic development with (a) skill development & ca-
pacity building (b) access to capital & (c) shared working spaces for 
start-ups.

5. There were also inputs the address the social aspect of economic 
growth to ensure a more equitable society that provides for the ba-
sic needs of everyone. 

6. Find a balance between the drive for more economic growth (in-
come / capital generation) with experiments in economic systems.

7. Collective purchase and supply system for basic services to reduce 
unit cost.

(Fig-012-Focus gr. economy)

Fig-011A-Arch&Design. DuStudio
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D.1.d- Summary of the inputs from working groups consultation on Au-
roville economy study*: 

Invited WG’S & individuals - FAMC, BCC, WC, ABC, ABS, GOI, Uli, Stephan, 
Roberta, Daniel, Inge, Suryamai, Mahi, Rathinam, Sauro, Carel, Isha, Toine, 
Hemant, Divya, Torkil, Manas, Chandresh, lyle, Mr. Srinivasamurty

Attendees at the consultation- Uli, Roberta, Daniel, Suryamai, Rathinam, 
Isha, Toine, Hemant, Chandresh & Lyle, Tejaswini (TDC rep) & Suhasini 
(study coordinator)

Inputs from the consultation was on the information presented, no addi-
tional information of insights emerged

1. External equity participation to generate capital

2. Venture capital using unit FD’s including creation of Investment 
board/group to manage cross-unit investments

3. Business parks in industrial zone and offices space in residential zone

4. Incubators and support programs and creation of sub-units & activi-

Fig-012-Focus gr. economy
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ECONOMY 
Policy Programs Projects

1. Regulation to set up 
venture capital fund 
(unit FD’s / external 
equity)

2. Amendment to 
Auroville contribution 
policy to encourage 
growth and invest-
ment

3. Amendment to 
Auroville housing & 
maintenance Policy

1. Investment board 
to manage cross-unit 
investments

2. Supported manage-
ment and skill devel-
opment programs em-
bedded within units

3. Incubation pro-
grams for start-ups

4. Housing program, 
including service 
apartments for rental 
by Newcomers, Auro-
vilians and long-term 
collaborators

5. Succession program

1. Developed land with 
infrastructure for man-
ufacturing units

2. Business parks with 
rental spaces for offic-
es and assembly

3. Management and 
Skill development 
institute with intern-
ships for youth (Av, lo-
cal area & volunteers)

4. Housing projects 
- studios, hostels, 
service apartments & 
houses

ties with mentorship to facilitate growth 

5. Management & skill training along with succession planning 

6. Financial data on employment of Aurovilians in units

7. Public financing for infrastructure - energy (including smart grid) and 
water sourcing & supply

8. Hostels & service apartments for Non-Aurovilian collaborators, busi-
ness partners and contract employees

* Unedited feedback is documented in the appendix

D.1.e- Recommended economic policy – programs – projects: -
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Fig-013-Map. watershed & tanks - AV region

D.2.a- Water data analysis:

Auroville is dependent on ground water pumped from a diversity of 
aquifers to supply the water for its needs. This source is rapidly depleting 
due to the dissymmetry between the quantity recharged and quantity 
pumped out to meet the demand in the region. The depleting ground wa-
ter along with sea water intrusion into the aquifers have been extensive-
ly documented and disseminated by various organizations and agencies. 
But neither the authorities nor the people living on this coastal plateau 
have internalized the alarming situation to undertake measures to arrest 
the irreversible damage. The failure to comprehend the developing water 
crisis is rooted in the human inability to act today taking into account a 
future impending disaster as it requires a drastic structural re-think in 
terms of politic and changes in the socioeconomic set up. Present land 
use around Auroville is driven by market value of the development po-
tential and within is driven by a combination of ideology and precedence. 
Both these ignore climate change at their own peril. Before pre-fossil 
sourced energy times settlement location, planning and development 
was based on a system of passive rainwater harvesting in series of wa-
terbodies, to be tapped using shallow open wells with filtration using soil 
minerals and microbes for potable and other water needs. With this sys-
tem, Tamil Nadu had high density of population, without perineal riverine 
system.  (Fig-013-Map. watershed & tanks - AV region)

Auroville has implemented surface water management to control run-off 
using bunding and afforestation to improve percolation since 1970’s. But 
this will not ensure the supply of water needs for its growth and develop-
ment in a water deficit zone. If urban planning does not prioritizes cap-
turing of surface water as one of the primary sources of water supply for 
the development of Auroville, the goal being the “city the earth needs” 
will remain a dream. (ref: 2013- Surface Water as a Resource for Auroville 
City Area - A study exploring a multi-sourcing approach for Auroville with 
the integration of Matrimandir Lake. Gilles Boulicot, Pieree Taillandier, 
Pierre Veillat & others – CSR Auroville).

Accessing quantitative and qualitative data on Auroville’s water con-
sumption is presently next to impossible due to varying ways of quantify-
ing the water supplied, the diversity of supply networks, some of which 
are not mapped and /or lack of consistent data records. The only reliable 
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and continuous data that could be accessed was the energy bills from the 
pumps installed in the bore wells. For the sake of the study, energy used 
for pumping water from bore wells has been taken as the unit quantifi-
cation for per capita water consumption. (Fig-014-water.per.cap). Using 
the energy consumption as the base to derive the per capita water used 
far from ideal. The drop and draw of water in bore wells is dependent on 
multiple factors, so the energy used by similar pumps could have large 
variations to pump the same quantity of water. 

The mapping of the variation in the unit energy used by the pumps in the 
various bore wells (Fig-015-water.map-2010-11) (Fig-016-water.map-2017-18) 
in the Auroville master plan area between the years 2010-11 and 2017-18 
was done to evaluate the increase in development in each area, as with 
the energy map. But unfortunately, as there is no data being maintained 
on number of persons or type of activity in each of the settlements, 
making it is difficult to co-relate the water consumption quantitatively or 
qualitatively to the development.

Fig-014-water.per.cap

Fig-015-water.map-2010-11) Fig-016-water.map-2017-18
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D.2.b- Output of the study based on water data: 

1. Multiple groups and agencies involved in water resource management 
with little or no shared standard operating procedures. 

2. No standardized system of water pumping and consumption quantifi-
cation 

3. Supply networks not co-related to population & activity, dearth of 
consumption data impedes evidence-based infrastructure planning 
and development. 

4. Land use and development plans ignore topography, preventing zonal 
and city level surface water management to enable source diversifica-
tion to wean off from complete dependence on ground water resourc-
es

D.2.c- Inputs from the focus group respondents on the Auroville physi-
cal infrastructure study: 

1. Without data collection and management system, a standardization to 
allow for an accurate analysis on sourcing and supply is not possible. 
And in the absence of reliable data on the ground water resources and 
consumption it is not possible to undertake preparing a water plan for 
Auroville.  

2. Development policies with regulatory mechanisms needed for water 
conservation and efficiency 

3. Maximum surface water management and source diversification to 
ensure reliable and sustainable water supply for Auroville 

4. Finally; Auroville’s economy has to set into place an “in-kind” budget 
that integrates energy – water – food to ensure a resilient develop-
ment

(Fig-017-Focus.gr-energy. water. food)

D.2.d- Summary of the inputs from working groups consultation on 
Auroville water study*: 

Invited WG’S & individuals - Tency, Guilio, Tom, Lucca, Roberta 
(bobby), Alok, Kireet & Inge Marie

Attendees at the consultation- Tency, Guilio, Tom, Roberta (bob-
by), Alok, Kireet & David, Tejaswini (TDC rep) & Suhasini (study 
coordinator)

Inputs from the consultation was on the information presented, no addi-
tional information of insights emerged

1. Surface & roof water capture with swales and ponds for aquifer re-
charge 

2. Accurate mapping of existing network of water distribution network

3. Standardized metering of water consumption including irrigation to 
enable demand vs source evaluation 

4. Identification of recharge areas and protection from pollution.

5. Safely integrate treated wastewater network for local reuse to pro-
vide for specific water demands.

Fig-017-Focus.gr-energy. water. food
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WATER
Policy Programs Projects

1. Regulation & stand-
ardising of source, 
supply and consump-
tion

2. Potable water secu-
rity with conservation 
& multi-sourcing 
 
3. Mandatory recy-
cling of sewage with 
decentralised water 
recycling to reduce 
potable water demand

4. Develop resilient 
water system

1. Standardised meter-
ing at points of sup-
ply & consumption, 
including irrigation, 
to enable demands vs 
sources data collec-
tion and management.

2. Provide uninterrupt-
ed and efficient water 
supply networks.

3. Water conservation 
measures combining 
consumer awareness 
and pricing slabs.

4. Plan for recycled 
water use in toilets by 
2025

1. Map of pipeline net-
work for each commu-
nity / settlement 
2. Smart water me-
tering and with web-
based interface for 
data access
3. Land-use plan inte-
grating surface, roof 
and road run-off rain 
water capturing in 
swales and ponds for 
recharge and direct 
use. 
4. Identification and 
protection of recharge 
zones in the land use 
plan.
5. Provide for recycling 
systems in all existing 
and new develop-
ments and rehabilita-
tion of existing recy-
cling systems.

6. Skill development to establish trained persons to operate, manage 
and administer water supply

* Unedited feedback is documented in the appendix

D.2.e- Recommended water policy – programs - projects: -
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D.3.a- Energy data analysis: 

Where and how much energy is being generated, distributed and / or 
consumed by whom and for what purpose provides a good indication of 
the development of a settlement; both type and standard. Due to various 
factors only data on the energy supplied by the local grid (TNEB) was 
collected from the Auroville Energy Services which maintains records 
on consumptions via the centralized billing service, categorised as per 
regulations into various type of users – domestic, pumps, education and 
commercial since 2013. As the energy generated by PV, either in stand-
alone or grid connected is not systematically collated it, therefor it could 
not be integrated in the study.

The consumption data when correlated to the population shows a com-
bined per capita consumption increase from 1467 kWh in 2013 to 2097 
kWh in 2018-19 with projection depending on the conservation, efficiency 
and diversification could reach 4000 kWh by 2028(Fig-018-energy. proj. 
percapita-2028). Based on figures that are available for 2015, Auroville’s 
per capita consumption of 1760 kWh is higher than the Indian average 
of 1010 kWh, indicating a higher level of development but is only 56% as 
compared to the per capita consumption for the same period in China, 
where 44% of the GDP is generated by the secondary sector (construction 
and manufacturing). Being a non- manufacturing or industrial economy, 
most of the load in Auroville tends to be domestic and what is classified 
as tertiary sector (service).  (Fig-019-20190717-Electricity consumption per 
capita) If actively promoted with policy and investments, grid connected 
solar PV systems could offset considerably of the load requirement of 
Auroville along with providing energy security.

Furthermore, mapping the load increase with location in the designated 
city area of the Auroville master plan zone from 2010-11 to 2017-18, it is 
possible to isolate areas that have seen the most development. Unfor-
tunately, as there is no data being maintained on number of consumers 
at each point of consumption it was not possible to co-relate the type of 
load quantitatively or qualitatively to the development. (Fig-020-Energy.
map-2010-11) ( Fig-021-Energy.map-2017-18)

D.3.b- Output of the study based on energy data: 

Fig-018-energy. proj. percapita-2028

Fig-019-20190717-Electricity consumption per capita
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1. No conservation policy with development regulations for domestic, 
commercial, manufacturing and agriculture

2. Data on consumption not corelated to population or category

3. Lack of land use plan with development plans preventing incremental 
energy infrastructure planning and development.

4. Solar energy generation capacity development is exemplary 

5. No capacity building for conservation in development sector

D.3.c- Inputs from the focus group respondents on the Auroville physi-
cal infrastructure study: 

1. Integrated data management – Most of the respondent expressed 
their dissatisfaction on the incompleteness of the data collected and 
analysed. The lack of a systematic data collection that integrates the 
renewable energy generated; stand alone or grid connected along 
with the user quantification needs to be remedied to enable a more 
informed decision making for planning. 

2. Development policies with regulatory mechanisms needed for energy 
conservation and efficiency is imperative for sustainable development

3. Maximum local distributed energy from renewable has to be the way 
forward 

4. Finally; Auroville’s economy has to set into place an “in-kind” budget 
that integrates energy – water – food to ensure a resilient develop-
ment

(Fig-011-Focus.gr-energy. water. food)

D.3.e- Summary of the inputs from working groups consultation on Au-
roville energy study*: 

Invited WG’S & individuals – Ponnuswamy & Prassana (AVES), Toine 
& Martin.S (Av. Consulting), Manikandan & Sreevatsa (TDC), Rishi 
(sunlit future), Tejaswini (TDC rep) & Suhasini (study coordinator)

Fig-020-Energy.map-2010-11

 Fig-021-Energy.map-2017-18
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Attendees at the consultation- Ponnuswamy & Prassana (AVES), 
Toine & Martin.S (Av. Consulting), Manikandan & Sreevatsa (TDC), 
Rishi (sunlit future), Tejaswini (TDC rep) & Suhasini (study coordina-
tor)

Inputs from the consultation was on the information presented, no addi-
tional information of insights emerged

1. Categorisation of electrical energy growth should be changed in the 
study to Residential, Institutional (offices, schools, libraries, collective 
kitchens and other services), Commercial & Industrial, Agricultural, 
Municipal Services 

2. Introduce a reducing growth factor or set a ceiling in absolute num-
bers and make 2 – 3 scenarios with different degrees of e-mobility 
growth 

3. Text edits 

* Unedited feedback is documented in the appendix

D.3.e- Recommended energy policy- programs- projects: -

ENERGY
Policy Programs Projects

1. Sustainable electri-
cal energy for all

2. E-mobility 

3. Agriculture

1. Efficient distributed 
and connected en-
ergy generation and 
storage systems with 
demand monitoring 
and response
2. Auroville building 
codes and develop-
ment plans to include 
provisions relating to 
energy conservation 
and efficiency.
3. Capacity building 
for energy conserva-
tion and efficiency for 
planners, developers, 
architects and con-
sumers
4. Replace existing 
fossil-fuel mobility 
with e-mobility;
5. Energy efficiency in 
irrigated farms

1. Planning, develop-
ment and installation 
of distributed gen-
eration and storage 
systems with demand 
response integration.
2. Sourcing, distribu-
tion, repair and recy-
cling of BEE rated ap-
pliances, fixtures and 
consumer durables.
3. Financing facilities 
for renewable energy 
generation and stor-
age assets;
4. Financing facility for 
the procurement of 
e-vehicles; 
5. Migration to preci-
sion irrigation with en-
ergy efficient pumps 
with renewable ener-
gy generation
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D.4.a- Health data analysis: 

Auroville has two established health centres; Auroville Health Centre in 
Aspiration established in 1973 and Santé - established in 2014. The study 
collected secondary data on number of persons who accessed both 
these centres for consultation during the period of 2008-18. Primary 
data was collected on the personnel attached to each of these centres 
with their qualifications, total hours of work per day/week and scope of 
services provided for the treatment of diseases, chronic conditions and 
injuries along with consultation and recommendation for secondary and 
tertiary care supported with basic lab facilities for water borne diseases 
and chronic condition needs. This was compared to the WHO standards 
of number of doctors & nurses for populations along with on-site and off- 
site facilities available to meet the needs of the populations. 

D.4.a.1 – Auroville Health Centre, Aspiration. (Fig-022-Av.HC building)

1. From 2011 to 2018; the number of villagers using the centre has been 
declined by 35%, most probably because of the number of private hos-
pitals and clinics that have established themselves in the region. The 
numbers of Aurovilians visits have increased by 33% during the same 
time period

2. The WHO standard is 1 doctor to 1000 patients & 1 nurse to 500 pa-
tients.  Since 2014 the ratio of patients to doctors and nurses is not as 
per standards

3. The data base maintained does not classify the patient by number of 
visit by the same person per annum, age group, gender, type of con-
sultation and the secondary/ tertiary recommendations. 

4. The program of the data does not cross reference with health fund or 
with resident service register. 

5. Counseling service to help choose the best fit medical facility in the 
region for secondary / tertiary care absent

6. Inoculation services and programs undertaken but demand is low

7.  Nursing and paramedical internship and training programs absent

Fig-022-Av.HC building

Fig-023-Av.HC.patient.FF
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(Fig-023-Av.HC.patient.FF)

D.4.a.2 – Santé, Residential zone sector 1 (Fig-024-Sante-bld)

1. Established in 2014 and service provided only to Aurovilians, new 
comers and registered guests. Data on number of patients treated 
available from 2016.

2. 2016 to 2018; 3-year data shows the numbers of Aurovilians & NC 
visits have decreased by 13% and registered guest visits have dropped 
by 13% too. 

3. The WHO standard is 1 doctor to 1000 patients & 1 nurse to 500 
patients.  The ratio of patients to doctors and nurses is within the 
standards.

4. The data base maintained does not classify the patient by number 
of visit by the same person per annum, age group, gender, type of 
consultation and the secondary/ tertiary recommendations. 

5. The program of the data does not cross reference with health fund 
or with resident service register. 

6. Counselling service to help choose the best fit medical facility in the 
region for secondary / tertiary care absent

7. Inoculation services and programs not undertaken

8.  Nursing and paramedical internship and training programs absent

(Fig-025-Sante.patient.FF)

D.4.a.3 – Auroville Health Fund:

1. This is a fund set up before 2008 where in Aurovilians and new com-
ers contribute on a monthly basis to a health fund to cover the ex-
penses incurred for diagnostics, secondary and tertiary health care.  
There are regulations on the type and limitations of expenditures 
reimbursed including requirement of recommendations from one of 
the practicing doctors from AvHC and Santé facilities before availing 
of diagnostics or treatments. 

Fig-024-Sante-bld

Fig-025-Sante.patient.FF
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2. The management group that regulates the scrutiny and disburse-
ment of the bills and expenditure works in close coordination with 
the doctors of the 2 health care facilities.

3. The data base maintained by the financial service records only the 
contributions of the persons to the fund and the disbursements 
made. There is no classification or grouping system based on age, 
gender or type of secondary / tertiary care required to understand 
if there is a prevalence of certain category of infectious and chronic 
diseases.  

4. Lack of counselling service to help choose the best fit medical facility 
in the region for secondary / tertiary care does not permit dedicat-
ed facilitation between the patients and the hospitals in the region. 
This causes unnecessary expenditure and exploitation by the private 
health business with superfluous diagnostics and treatments. 

5. The surplus from year to year is not sufficient if there is unprecedent-
ed increase in expenditure due to mass health crisis such as epidem-
ics. 

(Fig- 026-Health.fund)

D.4.b- Output of the study based on health data: 

1. Lack of standardized data collection and centralized repository of 
the residents’ health is a serious impediment to better, efficient and 
economically viable health care system.

2. Access to primary health care via the present centers limited due to 
lack of sufficient and appropriate health care professionals.

3. Secondary and tertiary health care needs and expenditure data not 
correlated to intervention (emergency, contagion, chronic, gender 
and age) via the health fund, difficult to evaluate the cost – benefit 
ratio of the fund. 

4. Lack of organized counselling and established network for patients 
to access the most appropriate regional secondary and tertiary 
health facilities. 

Fig- 026-Health.fund

Fig-027-Focusgr.health.edu.housing
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5. Management and funding in case of epidemics and pandemics ad 
hoc.

D.4.c- Inputs from the focus group respondents on the social infrastruc-
ture (health – education - housing) study: 

The focus group respondents chose to focus on issues that did not per-
tain to the primary health care or the health fund issues. The output was 
as follows

1. Senior health and assisted living care

2. Urban planning that promotes active physical life to reduce chronic 
health issues arising from sedentary life

3. Focus on mental health care

(Fig-027-Focusgr.health.edu.housing)

D.4.d- Summary of the inputs from working groups consultation on 
health study*: 

Invited WG’S & individuals – Paula (Health service & health fund), Uma 
& Dr. Sathpathi (health Center), Ayesha, Sumeet & Brian (Sante), Alok & 
Srijita (Ambulance team), Suriyagandhi (health and healing trust), Prashant 
(Covid task force), Dan, Naren & Saif (Mattram team), Sreevatsa &  Lakshay 
(TDC)

Attendees at the consultation- Dan, Sreevatsa, Srijita, Alok M, Lakshay, 
Jerry, Saif, Paula, Sumeet, Prashant, Naren, Induja, Tejaswini (TDC rep) & 
Suhasini (study coordinator)

Inputs from the consultation was on the information presented, no addi-
tional information of insights emerged.

1. Universal data collection system needs to be put in place to better 
read and understand the collected data with categorization on type 
of care provided; primary health care and scheduled wellness care.

2. Directory of health professional and therapist should be maintained.

3. Need a comprehensive health policy that covers data mng, funds, 
emergencies, practices and philosophy based on mother’s insights.

4. Need to establish Auroville ethics and codes for health practitioners 
and residents

5. Need more supported training for elderly care and GP / paramedics 
for house visits

* Unedited feedback is documented in the appendix

D.4.e- Recommended health policy- programs- projects:

HEALTH
Policy Programs Projects

1. Comprehensive 
health policy 

2. Accessible health 
care service

3. Financially robust 
Health fund 

1. Uniform and univer-
sal health care data 
collection and man-
agement
2. Primary health care 
with 9 to 5 for 6 days 
a week an attendant 
GP for treatment of 
injuries, water borne 
diseases and chronic 
condition needs
3. Increased inputs in 
geriatric and metal 
health service as an 
extension program, 
including house visits
4. Effective & efficient 
facilitation for second-
ary / tertiary care 

1. Health data centre 
to anticipate, plan and 
efficiently provide pri-
mary health care.
2. Investment in sup-
ported training for Au-
roville youth in health 
care (doctors, nursing 
and paramedics). 
3. Active community 
support groups during 
emergencies, epidem-
ics and disaster.
4. Counselling service.
5. Network with 
regional secondary / 
tertiary medical centre 
for efficient and eco-
nomic treatments.
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D.5.a- Education data analysis: (Fig-028-education.Transition.school) 
(Fig-029-education.Deepanam.School) (Fig-030-education.Future.School)

In the education sector, the primary data collection evaluated the edu-
cation facilities available for primary, secondary and senior secondary or 
high schools. This included the documentation of the spaces available 
from class rooms including size and occupancy, library, labs, art and 
multipurpose spaces, teaching and administrative staff spaces and dining 
spaces. Using questionnaires, we documented the number of teaching, 
administrative, facility management and support staff to the number of 
students. The number of hours each school spaces was used was also 
documented. This was then compared to the specified standards for IB 
program schools to evaluate the built-up space to per student in Auro-
ville schools. Secondary data on enrolment was collected either from the 
schools and / or from SAIIER from the year 2008 to 2018; this was then 
compared to the resident population of the age group of 0-20 yr to evalu-
ate the % of children in Auroville to the numbers enrolled in the schools. 

1. For the year 2008; the population data for 0–10-year-olds was not 
available while for the 11-20 yr old was 106 persons but the enrolment 
in that age group of approximately 130. Either there is an error in the 
population data or about 24 non-resident students were enrolled in 
the middle and high school level. 

2. For the year 2018; the total resident population for the age group of 
0-20 is 614 persons and the total enrolment in Av schools was 429. 
The enrolment drops sharply at the high school level. The reasons for 
this could be students opting to finish their high school education in 
schools outside of Auroville. 

3. Comparative evaluation of the built-up spaces of all the schools as in 
the year 2018 with the projected population for the next decade up 
to 2028, shows that the available built-up space should be sufficient 
to absorb the needs for the next 10 years.

4. But functional space evaluation shows that the class room space de-
sign is too specific, not allowing multi-functional space usage which 
is essential as the number of students increase. An audit of building 
design along with evolving functional usage over 10 years should be 

Fig-028-education.Transition.school

Fig-029-education.Deepanam.School
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undertaken to evolve school design standards for Auroville.

(Fig-031-education.enrolment.capacity)

D.5.b- Output of the study based on education data: 

1. Lack of diversity of curriculum & insufficient teaching staff leading to 
high dropouts between middle and high school

2. Responsibility of school management & administration delegated to 
teachers without prior training and capacity building. 

3. Inadequate social & economic support to teachers & students, leading 
to absence and divided focus

4. Most of the schools managed as silos; capital investment duplication, 
underutilized spaces and human resources development is underfund-
ed.

D.5.c- Inputs from the focus group respondents on the social infrastruc-
ture (health – education – housing) study: 

1. Higher education and skill development to increase capability. Values 
and norms to ensure informed participation in Auroville’s organisation 
and governance. 

2. Improve the organisational structure to ensure reliable and sustain-
able health care covering primary and elderly health care along with 
mental health.

3. Evolve strategies for generate investment in housing.

(Fig-027-Focusgr.health.edu.housing)

Fig-030-education.Future.School

Fig-031-education.enrolment.capacity
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D.5.d- Summary of the inputs from working groups consultation on edu-
cation sector study*: Invited SAIIER board only 

Attendees at the consultation- Sanjeev, Chali, Sauro, Lucas, Manas, Jean 
Yves, Divya (SAIIER BOARD), Sreevatsa (TDC), Tejaswini (TDC rep) & Suhasini 
(study coordinator)

Inputs from the consultation was on the information presented, no addi-
tional information of insights emerged

1. Before suggesting limitation of capital development/buildings for 
schools, the specific approach to education needs to be considered.

2. Growth of programs and projects depends on human resources so 
focus is needed on how to support that growth in a steady, healthy 
and balanced way.

3. It is helpful to identify priorities without excluding other projects and 
needs that weren’t planned for or foreseen ahead of time.

4. Might be useful to identify what would be needed from other sectors 
that would support development in education.

* Unedited feedback is documented in the appendix
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EDUCATION
Policy Programs Projects

1. Formal, non-formal 
and informal edu-
cation aligned with 
Auroville’s material 
and spiritual develop-
mental needs.

2. Higher education 
opportunities for 
Auroville youth and 
adults.

1. Programme for skill 
development aligned 
with anticipated needs 
of Auroville’s service 
and commercial units.

2. Programme for sus-
tained and systematic 
teachers’ professional 
development irrespec-
tive of level of teacher 
capacity.

3. Programme to sup-
port non-formal and 
informal learning.

4. Higher education 
programme in Auro-
ville.

5. Partnership pro-
gramme with univer-
sities.

1. Comprehensive 
mapping of skill 
requirements, both 
current and anticipat-
ed & setting up of an 
institutional structure 
for skill development.
2. Creating a frame-
work for teacher 
professional develop-
ment unique to Auro-
ville’s needs & setting 
up of an institutional 
structure for teacher 
professional develop-
ment
3. Setting up a higher 
education programme 
using existing facili-
ties and people with 
education and career 
counselling centre 
4. Identifying univer-
sities for partnerships 
in learning credits, 
student exchange and 
research.
5. Setting up a coor-
dination centre for 
applied research and 
training centres in 
Auroville 

D.5.e- Recommended education policy- programs- projects:
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D.6.a- Housing data analysis: (Fig-32-housing.humanscapes)

The Auroville population demographics indicate that over 50% are in 
the age group of 20- to 50-year-olds. The anecdotal reports and studies 
indicate that the main bottleneck to join Auroville for this age group is 
the lack of housing. Due to limited number of housing projects in the 
pipe line, lack or insufficient capital with the persons interested to join 
Auroville and lack of incremental housing projects, housing has become a 
major road block in the growth and development of Auroville. 

Another impediment to investment in housing stock in Auroville is the 
economic policy that does not incentivise investment in housing and in-
frastructure. About 45-50% of the commercial units are small scales enter-
prises comprising of self-employed or small partnerships of professionals 
in the knowledge sector, engaged from project to project with 5 Lakhs 
or less surplus per annum. After paying a flat 33% on overall surplus, they 
are further taxed on any investment undertaken in housing, this disincen-
tivizes them from investing in housing as this would reduce the surplus 
that is needed to invest in the enterprise itself or keep the unit afloat in 
between periods of slump in demand. 

As per the housing service data of the number of individuals (beds) who 
request housing they have been able to provide for 25% - 35% with the ex-
ception of 2016 and 2018 where they could meet up to 62-63% due to GOI 
grants allocated for housing. The dependence on GOI grants for housing 
is a result of the economic policy of contribution along with the hyper 
risk averse regulations from the FAMC that discourages investment in 
enterprises or housing. (Fig-33-housing.needs&capacity)

D.6.b- Output of the study based on housing data: 

1. Lack of appropriate and adequate housing for AV youth when they 
reach adulthood

2. Enormous need for developed plots & housing loans for incremental 
housing; especially for families.

3. Lack of diversity in the housing projects approved and / or supported 
by the TDC and FAMC

Fig-32-housing.humanscapes

Fig-33-housing.needs&capacity
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4. Dissonance btw present housing development policy and felt need, 
creating bottleneck in the delivery of housing.

5. Capacity building for housing project implementation to improve deliv-
ery is needed.

D.6.c- Inputs from the focus group respondents on the social infrastruc-
ture (health – education – housing) study: 

1. Higher education and skill development to increase capability. Values 
and norms to ensure informed participation in Auroville’s organisation 
and governance. 

2. Improve the organisational structure to ensure reliable and sustain-
able health care covering primary and elderly health care along with 
mental health.

3. Evolve strategies for generate investment in housing.

(Fig-027-Focusgr.health.edu.housing)

D.6.d- Summary of the inputs from working groups consultation on 
housing study*: 

Invited Housing Board and Housing Service

Attendees at the consultation- Xavier, Venkatesh, Rama Narayan (HOUS-
ING BOARD), Ole, Savithri, Siggi (HOUSING SERVICE), Tejaswini (TDC rep) & 
Suhasini (study coordinator)

Inputs from the consultation was on the information presented, no addi-
tional information of insights emerged

1. How can commercial unit executives decide to invest in housing 
fund, they are only stewards of their units?

2. Deposits of unutilized funds in AV housing or maintenance fund not 
attractive as it offers no interest and is deemed as donation.  

3. Housing projects need to cater to the physically challenged 

4. Housing for senior citizens essential; both independent and assisted 

living.

* Unedited feedback is documented in the appendix

D.6.e- Recommended housing policy- programs- projects:

HOUSING
Policy Programs Projects

1. Adaptive urban 
planning & design 
regulations promoting 
diversity in housing 
typology and develop-
ment methodology.

2. Facilitate housing 
fund creation enabling 
investment by trusts / 
units / individuals.

1. Youth housing pro-
gram for young adults.

2. Mixed use (living & 
working) incremental 
housing program for 
families.

3. Staff housing for Au-
rovilians by commer-
cial and service units.

4. Hostels & service 
apartments for volun-
teers and long-term 
collaborators

1. Studios and shared 
houses for youth; en-
try level.

2. Housing settlements 
with developed plots 
(utilities provided) for 
incremental housing 
development - fami-
lies.

3. Trust / unit contribu-
tion or investment in 
on-going housing pro-
jects for Aurovilians & 
newcomers.

4. Independent and 
assisted living service 
apartments for senior 
Aurovilians

5. Hostels & ser-
vice apartments for 
Non-Aurovilian col-
laborators, business 
partners and contract 
employees
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4. Working groups and activities unable to engage and retain skilled 
HR in planning, utilities, food production, health, education, hous-
ing and economy.

5. No capacity building programs for public governance and adminis-
tration positions, lack of domain capacity in the nominated mem-
bers prevents institution building.

6. Policy planning undertaken by nominated working group mem-
bers, leading to a systemic bias against development for growth 
in the residents. 

7. “Buddy network and licence raj” type of system in place impeding 
appropriate allocation of resources; capital and human, besides 
eroding trust in the working groups.

And to address these weaknesses, policies may have to be changed or 
introduced along with targeted development programs. These devel-
opment programs should be rolled out with targeted projects to fill the 
gaps identified to address the needs of the projected population growth 
of residents and new comers. With the growth in Auroville resident pop-
ulation there will be a proportional increase in the population of the local 
settlements, employees, volunteers, guests, visitors and tourists who will 
contribute and benefits of Auroville’s development. 

Evidence based forward planning, integrating political (governance & 
administration) – physical (water – energy – food - environment – mobili-
ty – ITC) – social (health – education – housing) aspects is required to pre-
dict, plan and guide the development to reach the ideal embodied in the 
charter. Auroville’s Detail Development Plan (DDP) is then road map with 
programs and projects accompanied with budgets acting as milestones.   

E.1 - Comparative matrix of policy – program and its output

The identified policy – programs – projects for each of the studied sector 
was evaluated in a comparative matrix of (1) policy – program and (2) 
program – projects to tabulate the degree of impact on the other sec-
tors.  A ranking was given to the degree of positive co-relation on a scale 
of 1 to 6, with 6 being the most positive impact.

E. Conclusion:

The outcome of the data analysis and consultations with experts and / or 
Auroville working groups was used to identify the structural issues that 
impede integrated planning and development: 

1. Lack of Integrated data collection and management framework 
to access comprehensive & accurate information for needed for 
planning

2. Policy planning procedure is tedious and fragmented because of 
the present governance and administrative system

3. Lack of alignment in policies and regulations, pushing organisa-
tions to functions as silos & be territorial with resources
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E.1.a- Comparative matrix evaluating the impact of recommended policies on identified programs in all sectors

POLICY SECTOR 
WISE

1- ECONOMY 
PRGM 2- WATER PRGM 3- ENERGY PRGM 4- HEALTH PRGM 5- EDUCATION 

PRGM 6- HOUSING PRGM RANK-
ING

ECOMOMIC
1- Regulation to set 
up venture capital 
fund (unit FD’s / 
external equity)
2- Amendment to 
Auroville housing & 
maintenance Policy
3- Amendment to 
Auroville contri-
bution policy to 
encourage growth 
and investment

1 - Investment board 
to manage cross-
unit investments
3- Incubation pro-
grams for start-ups
5- Succession pro-
gram

2- Supported man-
agement and skill 
development pro-
grams embedded 
within units

4- Housing program, 
including service 
apartments for 
rental by Newcom-
ers, Aurovilians and 
long-term collabo-
rators

3

WATER
1- Regulation & 
standardizing of 
source, supply and 
consumption
2- Potable water 
security with con-
servation & mul-
ti-sourcing 
3- Mandatory recy-
cling of sewage with 
decentralized water 
recycling to reduce 
potable water de-
mand
4- Develop resilient 
water system 

2- Provide uninter-
rupted and efficient 
water supply net-
works
3- Water conser-
vation measures 
combining consumer 
awareness and pric-
ing slabs.

1- Standardized 
metering at points 
of supply & con-
sumption, including 
irrigation, to enable 
demands vs sources 
data collection and 
management.

4- Plan for recycled 
water use in toilets by 
2025

3

ENERGY
1- Sustainable electri-
cal energy for all
2- E-mobility 
3- Energy and Agri-
culture

1- Efficient distribut-
ed and connected en-
ergy generation and 
storage systems with 
demand monitoring 
and response

2- Auroville building 
codes and develop-
ment plans to include 
provisions relating to 
energy conservation 
and efficiency.
4- Replace existing 
fossil-fuel mobility 
with e-mobility;
5- Energy efficiency 
in irrigated farms

3- Capacity building 
for energy conserva-
tion and efficiency 
for planners, devel-
opers, architects and 
consumers

3
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POLICY SECTOR 
WISE

1- ECONOMY 
PRGM 2- WATER PRGM 3- ENERGY PRGM 4- HEALTH PRGM 5- EDUCATION 

PRGM 6- HOUSING PRGM RANK-
ING

HEALTH
1- Comprehensive 
health policy 
2- Accessible health 
care service
3- Financially robust 
Health fund 

2- Primary health 
care with 9 to 5 for 
6 days a week an 
attendant GP for 
treatment of inju-
ries, water borne 
diseases and chronic 
condition needs
4- Effective & effi-
cient facilitation for 
secondary / tertiary 
care 

1- Uniform and uni-
versal health care 
data collection and 
management
3- Increased inputs 
in geriatric and 
metal health service 
as an extension 
program, including 
house visits

2

EDUCATION
1- Formal, non-for-
mal and informal ed-
ucation aligned with 
Auroville’s material 
and spiritual devel-
opmental needs.
2- Higher education 
opportunities for 
Auroville youth and 
adults.

1- Program for 
skill development 
aligned with antici-
pated needs of Au-
roville’s service and 
commercial units
3- Program to sup-
port non-formal and 
informal learning

2- Program for 
sustained and sys-
tematic teachers’ 
professional devel-
opment irrespective 
of level of teacher 
capacity
4- Higher education 
program in Auroville
5- Partnership pro-
gram with universi-
ties

2

HOUSING
1- Adaptive urban 
planning & design 
regulations pro-
moting diversity in 
housing typology 
and development 
methodology.
2- Facilitate hous-
ing fund creation 
enabling investment 
by trusts / units / 
individuals.

3- Staff housing for 
Aurovilians by com-
mercial and service 
units
4- Hostels & service 
apartments for 
volunteers and long-
term collaborators

1- Youth housing 
program for young 
adults

2- Mixed use (living 
& working) incre-
mental housing 
program for families

3
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E.1.b- Comparative matrix evaluating the impact of recommended programs on identified projects in all sectors.

PRGM - SECTOR 
WISE 1- ECONOMY PROJ 2- WATER PROJ 3- ENERGY PROJ 4- HEALTH PROJ 5- EDUCATION 

PROJ 6- HOUSING PROJ RANK-
ING

ECONOMY
1 - Investment board 
to manage cross-
unit investments
2- Supported man-
agement and skill 
development pro-
grams embedded 
within units
3- Incubation pro-
grams for start-ups
4- Housing program, 
including service 
apartments for 
rental by Newcom-
ers, Aurovilians and 
long-term collabo-
rators
5- Succession pro-
gram

2- Business parks 
with rental spaces 
for offices and as-
sembly

1- Developed land 
with infrastructure 
for manufacturing 
units

1- Developed land 
with infrastructure 
for manufacturing 
units

3- Management and 
Skill development 
institute with intern-
ships for youth (av, 
local area & volun-
teers)

4- Housing projects 
- studios, hostels, 
service apartments 
& houses

5

WATER
1- Standardized meter-
ing at points of supply 
& consumption, 
including irrigation, 
to enable demands vs 
sources data collec-
tion and manage-
ment.
2- Provide uninterrupt-
ed and efficient water 
supply networks 
3- Water conservation 
measures combining 
consumer awareness 
and pricing slabs.
4- Plan for recycled 
water use in toilets by 
2025

5- Provide for recy-
cling systems in all 
existing and new 
developments and re-
habilitation of existing 
recycling systems.

2- Smart water meter-
ing and with web-
based interface for 
data access
3- Land-use plan inte-
grating surface, roof 
and road run-off rain 
water capturing in 
swales and ponds for 
recharge and direct 
use.
4- Identification and 
protection of recharge 
zones in the land use 
plan.

1- Mapping of pipeline 
network for each com-
munity /settlement

5- Provide for recy-
cling systems in all 
existing and new 
developments and re-
habilitation of existing 
recycling systems.

4
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PRGM - SECTOR 
WISE 1- ECONOMY PROJ 2- WATER PROJ 3- ENERGY PROJ 4- HEALTH PROJ 5- EDUCATION 

PROJ 6- HOUSING PROJ RANK-
ING

ENERGY
1- Efficient distributed 
& connected energy 
generation, storage 
systems with demand 
monitoring & re-
sponse
2- Auroville building 
codes & development 
plans for energy 
conservation and 
efficiency.
3- Capacity building 
of planners, devel-
opers, architects and 
consumers
4- e-mobility
5- Energy efficiency in 
irrigated farms

2- Sourcing, distri-
bution, repair and 
recycling of BEE rated 
appliances, fixtures 
and consumer dura-
bles.
3- Financing facilities 
for renewable energy 
generation and stor-
age assets; 
4- Financing facility for 
the procurement of 
e-vehicles;

5- Migration to 
precision irrigation 
with energy efficient 
pumps with renewa-
ble energy generation

1- Planning, develop-
ment and installation 
of distributed gen-
eration and storage 
systems with demand 
response integration.

3

HEALTH 
1- Uniform and univer-
sal health care data 
collection and man-
agement
2- Primary health care 
with 9 to 5 for 6 days 
a week an attendant 
GP 
3- Increased inputs in 
geriatric and metal 
health service as an 
extension program
4- Effective & efficient 
facilitation for second-
ary /tertiary care

1- Health data center 
to anticipate, plan 
and efficiently provide 
primary health care
3- Active community 
support groups during 
emergencies, epidem-
ics and disasters
4- Counselling service
5- Network with 
regional secondary / 
tertiary medical centre 
for efficient and eco-
nomic treatments

2- Investment in 
supported training 
for Auroville youth in 
health care
(doctors, nursing and 
paramedics)

3
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PRGM - SECTOR 
WISE 1- ECONOMY PROJ 2- WATER PROJ 3- ENERGY PROJ 4- HEALTH PROJ 5- EDUCATION 

PROJ 6- HOUSING PROJ RANK-
ING

EDUCATION
1- Skill development 
aligned with antici-
pated needs of AV’s 
service & commercial 
units 
2- Sustained & system-
atic teachers’ profes-
sional development
3- Support non-formal 
and informal learning
4- Higher education 
program in Auroville
5- Partnership pro-
gram with universities

1- Comprehensive 
mapping of skill 
requirements, both 
current and anticipat-
ed & setting up of an 
institutional structure 
for skill development

2- Framework for 
teacher PRO develop-
ment unique to AV’s 
needs & institutional 
structure for teacher 
PRO development
3- Higher education 
program using exist-
ing facilities & people 
with educ & career 
counselling center 
4- University partner-
ships in learning cred-
its, student exchange 
and research.
5- Coordination center 
for applied research & 
training centers

2

HOUSING
1- Youth housing pro-
gram for young adults
2- Mixed use (living & 
working) incremental 
housing program for 
families
3- Staff housing for 
Aurovilians by com-
mercial and service 
units
4- Hostels & service 
apartments for volun-
teers and long-term 
collaborators

1- Studios and shared 
houses for youth; 
entry level. 
3- Trust / unit contribu-
tion or investment in 
on-going housing pro-
jects for Aurovilians & 
newcomers.
5- Hostels & service 
apartments for 
Non-Aurovilian col-
laborators, business 
partners and contract 
employees

4- Independent and 
assisted living service 
apartments for senior 
Aurovilians

2- Housing settle-
ments with developed 
plots (utilities provid-
ed) for incremental 
housing development 
-families

3
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E.4- Road map for preparation of Auroville Detail Development Plan.

The Auroville Master Plan - perspective 2025, was approved by the Min-
istry of Human - Resource Development - GOI (letter No.F.27-3/2000-UU- 
dated – 12th April 2001) followed in 2004- Auroville Universal Township 
– Master Plan 2004 – Directions for Growth. Since 2007, planning groups 
composed of architects, communicators and community representative 
have appointed consultants to prepare “detail plans” for the residential, 
industrial and international zone. All most all of them have been unimple-
mented as the projects that are proposed and implemented by individu-
als, groups and working groups tend to diverge from these detail plans. 

While it is essential that the Auroville Town Development Council under-
takes the preparation of a “Detail Development Plan” but the implemen-
tation of this plan is possible only if there are unified policies to guide and 
coordinate the programs and projects. 

This study is the first step towards demonstrating the need for a unified 
policy planning body to ensure convergence between the polices of 
the various working groups to enable the Auroville Town Development 
Council – L’Avenir d’Aroville with competent urban planning consultants 
undertake the preparation of the “Auroville Detail Development Plan” 
that elaborate these polices with supporting development programs and 
projects including annual budgeting. 

FLOW CHART - URBAN PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
WORKS AUROVILLE

2001- AV Perspective Plan 2025 
(Completed)

Master Plan 2004 - directions for 
growth (completed)

Av Land suitability analysis - 
2014 (completed)

2017- Planning Guidelines (com-
pleted)

Development priorities and 
directions for growth - 2021 
(in progress)

Av Land Use Plan (in progress)

Av Detail Development Plan 
(in progress)

Legal Statutory Status (in pro-
gress)

Urban design Guidelines & 
Development regulations (in 
progress)

Review of the Av Perspective Plan 
2025 (every 15-20 yrs.)

Review of the Detail Devel-
opment Plan (every 5 yrs.)

Review of Urban Design Guidelines 
& Development Regulations (every 

10 yrs.)
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F- Appendix

F.1- Study and consultation timeline

1. Study aim, scope, output and framework prepared and submitted by 
Suhasini to TDC – 29th Jan 2018

2. MOU signed btw TDC and lead investigator (Suhasini) – 21st march 2019

3. Data collection & analysis by Suhasini, Harini, Manas, Vikram and Mar-
tin. S – April to Dec 2019 

4. Focus group of experts and persons with experiential knowledge in 
economy, water, energy, health, education and housing on the 11th Jan 
2020

5. Sector – subject wise consultation*

Education – SAIIER BOARD – 03rd Oct 2020

Housing – Housing board + Housing service – 06th Oct 2020

Energy – AVES, Auroville Consulting and Sunlit future – 23rd Oct’20

Economy – FAMC, BCC, ABC, ABS and some individuals – 28th Oct’20

Health – Health Center, Sante, Ambulance team, health fund, health & 
healing trust, Covid task force, Mattram team – 04th Dec’20

Water – Water group, Av water service and some individuals – 17th 
Dec’20

Planning - Avenir / TDC – 24th Feb’21

AV Council – BCC, FAMC, WC, Housing board & Service and TDC – 23rd 
March’21

6. Presentation (PPT) integrating the inputs of the consultation to RA– 
(proposed date 26 Feb 2021)

7. Report release to TDC & Auronet– (proposed date - 29 March 2021)

* (No consultation btw Feb – Sept 2020 due to Covid-19 & TDC internal 
organisational issues)

After each consultation meeting the presentation was shared to the 
working group for their inputs / comments were invited over email 
and a period 3 weeks was given. Below are the un-edited inputs / 
comments, sometimes with the names of the individuals mentioned to 
ensure complete transparency.
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F.2- Focus group consultation report

Focus Group Session - 11-01-2020 - feedback - Toine

Energy

1. Electrical energy consumption must include also energy consumed from solar 
energy systems to get a more accurate number for the per capita energy con-
sumption. This may have to be done on computation basis if there are no 
metered solar energy data.

2. Electrical energy sourcing data as of today (wind, solar, others) may be included 
as this will help define energy generation strategies and priorities.

3. Non-electrical energy consumption and generation numbers are also needed.

4. Energy used for water pumping may be divided into four categories:

(a) Pumping water to the surface from wells;

(b) Pumping water into overhead storage tanks;

(c) Pumping of water for distribution and recycling;

(d) Pumping water for farm irrigation.

If for each category the energy (kWh) per litre numbers are available, it will help in 
defining a more sustainable energy sourcing, storing and distribution strategy. In 
the absence of this break-up, energy used for distribution in a low- d e n s i t y 
area (long pipe lengths) for example could distort the overall water-related en-
ergy usage. The break-up will also help to find low-hanging fruits were energy 
conservation can be applied on a priority basis. This data can be collected 
only if there are separate energy meters for the borewell and booster pumps.

Food

1. The financial numbers that were given for the food sector do not give a clear 
picture of food consumption.

2. We may define 2 – 3 typical food consumption patterns and derive from there 
the actual food items consumed (rice, grains, vegetables, fruits, oil, milk, eggs 

etc). This will be an estimate.

3. Obtain food production data (existing and the potential of existing farms to 
start with).

4. Make a development plan and set development priorities in the agricultural 
sector based on the data in (2) and (3) above and the population growth and mix 
projections.

Economy

1. In addition to numbers relating to maintenances and NVAs, the engagement lev-
els of Auroville residents would give a clearer picture of how and where our 
residents contribute to the collective economy.

Data relating to maintenance or on persons who are self-supporting does not say 
much about the contributions that people under these categories make to Auroville. 
In conventional economy terms this would be referred as “productivity”. In the 
context of Auroville it may be more appropriate to refer to this as “engagement” 
or “involvement”.

2. There may be people who are “self-supporting” but who do not contribute 
much to the collective realisation of Auroville just as there could be persons who 
are “self- supporting” and give all their time and energy to Auroville. The same 
applies to persons who are not “self-supporting”. The maintenance status does 
not say much about the actual engagement and contribution. Hence the need of 
an engagement survey. This may take the form of an on-line survey and will give us 
a much deeper inside in the economy (and more) of Auroville.

Session process feedback

1. The data collection would have taken months and I salute the persons who 
have done this work.

2. The table exercise on defining priorities was rushed. More time was needed 
to go deeper into the exercise of priority setting, for example to explore re-
lationships between priorities and to arrive at priorities in the context of (1) 
the ideals of Auroville; (2) the long term environmental and socio-economic impact 
of each identified priority. There was insufficient space for mutual clarifications 
or context setting.

3. Priorities may be set on the basis of a combination of two types of inputs:
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(a) Past data and trends and future projections derived there from;

(b) A development vision for each segment / sector of development area resulting 
in plans, priorities and projects that manifest that vision.

4. It was interesting to see that in the category Energy, Water and Food the sticky 
note with a proposal for an in-kind budget for each of these three development 
areas got a good number of round stickers. This indicates that participants find 
it important to have energy, water and food source and application budgets that 
help in determining more specific development priorities. An energy budget for 
example that sets targets for both the supply side (energy mix and quantity) and 
demand side (energy consumption per capita) and that is driven by a vision for a 
100% renewable energy future would precede, and in fact determine, the more 
specific development priorities.

5. In a follow-up session it would be good to do a deeper dive into the priority 
setting exercise whereby links are made with a development vision for each 
development area and between the various development areas.

TvM 11JAN2

F.3- Saiier – Education group consultation report

Received by email from Chali on 10.10.2020

Dear Suhasini,

Below are the draft notes that I have circulated to the rest of the Board. Some people 
have given some input on the table you sent but no one has yet added anything to 
these notes.

Hope they are helpful.

Thanks.

Best, Chali

153.2 Invited L’avenir d’Auroville reg presentation on development plan at 10 am (see 
attached email from TDC) 

Suhasini, Tejaswini and Sreevatsa joined the meeting to present the outcome, regarding 
education, of the participatory planning session that took place in January and to ask 
for the Board’s input.

Some observations:

•	 Before suggesting limitation of capital development/buildings for schools, the 
specific approach to education needs to be considered.

•	 SAIIER is already addressing the listed projects in the table shown, but it is 
helpful to put them in the perspective of the wider policies and programs that 
are presented.

•	 Growth of programs and projects depends on human resources so focus is 
needed on how to support that growth in a steady, healthy and balanced way.

•	 The floating population of Auroville (volunteers, guests, students, consultants, 
etc) needs to be considered.

•	 It is helpful to identify priorities without excluding other projects and needs 
that weren’t planned for or foreseen ahead of time.

•	 It is important to maintain the ‘organic’ aspect and higher dimension of Auro-
ville’s aims and life.

•	 Consider more attention and ‘investment’ to Outreach activities (according to 
the table prepared using data from Harini about growth according to funding 
allocated).

•	 Might be useful to identify what would be needed from other sectors that 
would support development in education.

Outcome: Suhasini will send the table related to education outlining suggested policies, 
programs and projects. The Board is requested to send its input to the TDC team by the 
17th of October. Comments and suggestions from members will be collected via email.

I am not inclined to do this exercise in an email conversation. It would be more produc-
tive if it can be done in a meeting with a reflection on

1) how the education sector as whole can contribute its input to the planning of Auro-
ville (not just an occasional feedback by the Saiier Board)

2) to do an exercise by the board on how the Saiier five year  plan is the result of policy 
and  translates into programs and projects. The reflections we are invited to do in rela-
tion to the development priorities is meaningful if it is done in a specific context and in 
reference to the Saiier priorities.

I agree in principle that focussing on Human Resources and skill is a top priority, even 
higher than physical development and infrastructure, but this exercise in the end has to 
translate into priorities for  GOI grant. It may very well be a choice to reduce or not to 
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develop any more constructions and concentrate the capital grant allocation on equip-
ment but it should be a conscious and meditated choice. Reduction in capital grant 
for infrastructure would involve a corresponding reduction in the general budget that 
allows us to support our human resource. Unfortunately due to our dependence from 
GOI grants we are trapped in a system that gives priority to physical development and 
human resource development is  a subsidiary aspect.  

The exercise to translate the development program of Saiier into program and priorities 
is important also in the view of the recent episode a few months back when the building 
application of Last School was refused because it did not match the development prior-
ities and Saiier had to give an explanation how its choices were made. As far as  I know 
that conversation was never concluded, but it is an important case study who in the end 
determines the priorities for program and projects in the education sector 
thanks

Sauro

Dear all,

I don’t know what to do of the table sent by Suhasini. What is its use? 
Is it to become the document of reference to prioritize allocations of resources by 
diverse groups? 
Is it just a practical reminder of things to be done eventually? 
If some priority emerges in the future, which is not mentioned in this table, what 
will be its status and legitimacy?

I don’t think I have the competence required to amend usefully this document.

All the best

jeanyves

Dear all, 
 
reading the replies of board members, I needed to sort out our responses and 
tried to summarize where we stand in reference to the request: 
 
Education being a crucial factor in all societies and their development - and even 
more so in Auroville, the SAIIER board has been asked to give input in the field of 
education. To this end we were presented the background of the TDC study and 
the data collected on several essential development sectors in Auroville, and were 
briefed on the development priorities that have emerged from their joint analy-
sis. As was pointed out, in the focus group meeting with representatives from all 

EDUCATION AS PRESENTED TO SAIIER BOARD ON 03.10.20 BY TDC & 
CONSULTANT – inputs  in red from Sanjeev Agrawal

Policy Programs Projects
A- Formal and non-formal 
education aligned with 
Auroville’s developmental 
needs

1 - Education program for 
skill development. This 
program cannot be an 
exclusive skill development 
program.No one is asking 
for it. 
2- programs for teachers 
training –these programs 
take place as and when 
resource persons are 
available. It is a continuous 
need and not a develop-
ment priority
3- development of educa-
tional materials 
Am unaware that this is a 
real need at this moment—
there are far too many ma-
terials available already-not 
enough time to use them .

1- Skill development insti-
tutes with internships and 
placement service. A big 
question mark here
2- Institute for teacher 
training Not neces-
sary-SAIIER takes it up as 
and when necessary
3- Educational material 
&????
4- Outreach for capital 
generation in education 
sector?????

B- Tertiary education (post 
schooling)

- Skill development i1- Ac-
ademic programs part-
nerships with universities 
(internship / exchange 
programs)

1 - set up and support ap-
plied research and training 
centres in Av—Does the 
small no. of students justify 
this??? 
 2 - education and career 
counselling centre-A 
special centre is not need-
ed-but SAIIER needs to 
take this up
3- Collegiate composed of 
small-group tuition with 
a tutor/supervisor for UG 
and PG levels. Already 
formulated and offered by 
SAIIER/Last school /Future 
School
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sectors in Jan. 2020, Jean-Yves, Jyoti and I participated, and our contributions are 
reflected in the document that we are now asked to comment upon. I believe that 
we should continue to participate and contribute constructively. 
 
While Sauro suggests that, beyond SAIIER, the “education sector as a whole” 
should be consulted, Manas as a SAIIER board member has taken the trouble to 
list several projects which either would generate the required insights into educa-
tional sector needs or which detail programs and projects that have already been 
initiated, are being supported already, or are under development and discussion 
by us. I understand that this is what the TDC is expecting as contributions towards 
a detailed development plan. - The final outcome of the TDC study i.e. a detailed 
development plan, is meant to help and allow Auroville to coordinate and collab-
orate in efforts of development across all sectors. While the aim of the study is to 
identify main priorities and directions, SAIIER is free to diversify or take on other 
programs besides those that emerge from the priorities of the TDC study. 
Sauro points out that we seem to operate in a trap. SAIIER has been created 
to operate as a channel for GoI grants. In our board meetings we have stated 
many times that ideally this should not be the definition of SAIIER’s role yet we 
habitually withdraw into the shell of this definition, with its limitations of funding 
purposes (and occasionally with some mistaken assumptions in regard to possible 
funding purposes). - Sauro acknowledges “that focussing on human resources 
and skill is a top priority, even higher than physical development and infrastruc-
ture”, a priority which is the result of the data collection and analysis by the TDC 
team to which the brainstorming meeting in January 2020 has contributed.  
Sauro also points out that our priorities might be different from what policies 
for GoI grants are ready to support; and that newly defined priorities (and thus 
programs & projects) might not fall within the range of GoI grant policies. This 
might be or might not be the case, but it should not prevent us from exploring 
and identifying educational priorities in the context of our society’s development. 
We have been doing this occasionally, and Sanjeev’s initiative with Last School 
and Future School for a program in higher education is in this direction; the same 
is true for Valentine’s Disha info desk aiming at guiding youth in their after-school 
options and opportunities within and outside of Auroville. In our annual proce-
dure of assessing project proposals for research & activities, we do the exercise 
of sorting out in which instance we respond to random individual initiatives - and 
we refer individuals to a larger context and similar initiatives in their field of 
action; in which instance we regard the project as not supportable by GoI grants; 
and in which instance we recognize the efforts to make a project fit into GoI grant 
policies etc. (And in our assessment of publication projects, when we encoun-
ter claims by authors on the aptitude of the intended publication for its use in 
schools, we aim at evaluating the publication in this reference and occasionally 
ask for a test run in schools.) -- It took me as a board member several years to 
understand these differences, as there was little clarifying communication in 
these matters, and I know that other board members too have been struggling 
with understanding the policy rationale behind our decision-making. I personally 

EDUCATION AS PRESENTED TO SAIIER BOARD ON 03.10.20 BY TDC & 
CONSULTANT – INPUTS FROM MANAS

Policy Programs Projects
A- Formal and non-formal 
education aligned with 
Auroville’s developmental 
needs

1 - Education program for 
skill development 
2- programs for teachers 
training 
3- development of educa-
tional materials 

1- Skill development insti-
tutes with internships and 
placement service
2- Institute for teacher 
training 
3- Educational material &
4- Outreach for capital 
generation in education 
sector

B- Tertiary education (post 
schooling)

1- Academic programs 
partnerships with universi-
ties (internship / exchange 
programs)

 1 - set up and support ap-
plied research and training 
centres in Av 
 2 - education and career 
counselling centre
3- Collegiate composed of 
small-group tuition with 
a tutor/supervisor for UG 
and PG levels

find it essential and very helpful for the board to explore and define programs and 
projects with some understanding of the development priorities of our society. 
Jean-Yves in his feedback is honest enough to admit that he does not feel suf-
ficiently competent. If all board members feel this way, we shall need to find 
people who are more competent than we are and can educate us towards some 
basic and enabling competency. 
As regards detailed suggestions: 
Sanjeev comments on “program 2 - programs for teachers training” that these 
are “a continuous need and not a development priority.” In my understanding, 
such programs must be developed because teacher training (i.e. development of 
age-appropriate teaching methodology and skills on the basis of Sri Aurobindo’s 
and the Mother’s statements on education) has been identified as a continuous 
need. We (the board) get proposals for teacher training every year, and we ap-
proach them with lots of skepticism - possibly because we do not have a consis-
tent program towards this purpose. 
As regards program “3 - development of educational materials”, Sanjeev com-
ments, “am unaware that this is a real need at this moment; there are far too 
many materials available already - not enough time to use them”, and I am also 
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Programs:- Houses specially meant for old age people let’s say from 60 onwards.

Thanks!

K> Venkatesh.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: HS feedback on Housing Development Priorities
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 2020 12:13:44 +0530

From: housing . <housing@auroville.org.in>
To: Suhasini <suhasini@designconsult-av.com>
CC: Housing board >> <housingboard@auroville.org.

in>, Sreevatsa L’Avenir <sreevatsa-avenir@
auroville.org.in>

Dear Suhasini,

After requesting the entire Housing Service team to review the document with the 
Housing Development Priorities, I can now confirm that all apart from Vekatesh (who 
has already provided his individual feedback) fully agree with the Housing priorities 
presented to us and don’t have any additional points to add. We sincerely hope that the 
proposed new policies will be approved and put into practice soon.

Sorry for the delay in providing this feedback!

Thanks and best regards,

Ole --  
On Behalf of the Auroville Housing Service Team

(Alexey, Aravindh, Meena, Ole, Savithri, Siggi, Sundar, Venkatesh) 

Phone: (0413) 2622658

housing@auroville.org.in 

Public Hours: Tuesday to Friday 9:30-12:30, Monday 10:00-12:30

On appointment: Monday to Friday 2:30-4:30

Saturday: accounting only,10:30-12.30

F.5- Energy groups consultation report. 

curious to understand the background of the statement in the table of the TDC 
document. (In my understanding, teachers and students at Future School who 
prepare for IGCSE exams are unlikely to articulate such a need.) 
As regards all other detailed suggestions made by Manas, I am very much in 
agreement. I am also in agreement with his fresh definitions of three policy 
categories and separating “revenue generation (for education & research)” from 
the other two policy categories. (I am not sure to which extent Manas is aware of 
the efforts of the Teachers training & resource centre, as it is not mentioned in his 
comments, while in other contexts he refers to existing initiatives.) 
Thanks for your patience reading through this long note. 
Regards, Lucas

F.4- Housing board and service consultation report

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: policy-program-projects
Date: Wed, 21 Oct 2020 03:02:53 +0000 (UTC)

From: Venkatesh Auroville <venkateshauroville@yahoo.
co.in>

Re-
ply-To: 

Venkatesh Auroville <venkateshauroville@yahoo.
co.in>

To: Suhasini Ayer <suhasini@auroville.org.in>
CC: Housing Service <housing@auroville.org.in>, Hous-

ing Board >> <housingboard@auroville.org.in>
Dear Suhasini Ayer,

Policy:-

1, How is it possible for a trust to invest money in housing projects, they are just over-
seeing the functions and accounts of Units and activities?

2, Units and Individuals putting money for their future housing in a housing deposit ac-
count, but they don’t get any interest on it, because Auroville rule is any money depos-
ited is treated as a donation, so people afraid to deposit the money in Auroville instead 
they keep the money in the bank itself.  If there is any flexibility in the rule, Individuals 
and units surely deposit their money in the Auroville Maintenance account and Auroville 
can use it as fluid money.

Projects:- In projects, we have to include apartments mainly meant for Physically handi-
capped people.
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-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: Follow up on the “energy” consultation - 23.10.20
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 2020 18:20:33 +0530

From: Toine van Megen | Auroville <tvm@auroville.org.in>
Reply-To: tvm@auroville.org.in

To: ‘Suhasini’ <suhasini@designconsult-av.com>
CC: ‘ponnuswamy’ <ponnusamy@auroville.org.in>, ‘Rishi’ <rishi@

auroville.org.in>, ‘Martin Scherfler’ <martin@aurovillecon-
sulting.com>, ‘Prasannaram Ilangovan’ <aves-engineer@
auroville.org.in>, ‘Tejaswini .’ <Tejaswini@auroville.org.in>, 
‘Sreevatsa L’Avenir .’ <sreevatsa-avenir@auroville.org.in>, 
‘Manikandan’ <vengatmani@gmail.com>

Dear Suhasini,

There is indeed no double “t” in the word “priorities” in slide 2. Perhaps it looked like 
that from my viewing angle or perhaps I have to go for an eye check-up.

Slides 10, 14-15 : Per capita electrical energy consumption

The electrical energy growth has been extrapolated to 2028 in four categories (residen-
tial, pumps, education, and commercial). See slide 10.  It is not clear whether “pumps” 
includes agricultural pumps.  A better categorisation would be:  Residential, Institutional 
(offices, schools, libraries, collective kitchens and other services), Commercial & Indus-
trial, Agricultural, Municipal Services (e.g. street lights).

The per capita energy consumption growth is shown in slide 14-15. It grows to 4,902 
kWh per capita by 2028 (4,167 kWh if certain policies are implemented).

Has this been done by dividing for each year the expected energy consumption by the 
expected population or by simply adding a growth percentage directly to the per capita 
number?

The former method would be the right method but even with this there is the following 
issue:  per capital energy consumption will flatten out after a certain saturation number 
has been reached.  You could call this a “lifestyle” ceiling combined with an industrial-
isation ceiling. I would therefore introduce a reducing growth factor or set a ceiling in 
absolute numbers and make 2 – 3 scenarios with different degrees of e-mobility growth 
(which will increase per capita electrical energy consumption and decrease per capita 
fossil fuel energy consumption to the extent that electrical energy used for e-mobility is 
generated from renewable energy sources).

The note on the right-bottom of slide 14-15 says “Needs: Policy for energy generation 

and efficiency; Increased supply & extended transmission network”.

I would change this to:  “This needs policies for: (1) Distributed renewable energy 
generation; (2) Energy conservation and efficiency interventions; (3) Auroville electricity 
distribution network expansion and strengthening”.

Slide 17

I recommend minor (but important) edits in the first line:  “1.  Plan and implement 
distributed and connected systems for energy (on-site renewable and hybrid), water 
(multi sourcing and interconnected storage) and food (locally produced, collectively 
consumed)”.

Best regards,

Toine

 D.1.C- ENERGY - Toine with inputs from the group that was consulted
Policy Programs Projects

A- Integrated energy 
generation and con-
sumption policy

1 - Provide uninterrupted & 
quality power supply to all 
its residents, services and 
units.
2 - Consumer awareness 
programs
3 - Capacity building in ener-
gy efficiency with training & 
sensitization for architects, 
builders and project holders

1 - Energy plan for distributed 
generation and storage with 
demand response integration.
2 - Sourcing, distribution, repair 
and recycling of BEE rated ap-
pliances, fixtures and consum-
er durables

B- Maximize local 
energy generation 
through distributed 
renewable energy 
technologies

1 - Auroville Sustainable Ener-
gy Fund
2 - Demand response pro-
gram

1 - Grid-connected solar PV 
systems
2 - Biomass energy – hydro-
ponics project linking farms, 
kitchens & restaurants 
3 - Micro-wind projects on 
rooftops
4 - Introduce distribution trans-
former and behind-the-meter 
level energy storage
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As an alternative and borrowing from the mentor concept, existing units should be 
allowed to create subunits under their mentor ship, guidance and full responsibility. This 
was an option in the past (Auroville Online Store was created that way) but has been 
abandoned as an option as per the present CoC. 
Succession Planning: 
Most unit executives show little or no interest in succession planning, except in the case 
of children expected to take over the unit. One important reason relates to the likely 
reduction of financial support after retirement. While being a unit executive the amount 
of maintenance - within certain limits - is for the executive to decide. Once retired the 
only assured maintenance is a basic maintenance, which very rarely would allow the 
retired executive to continue covering his expenditures as was possible for him while 
being an executive. Hence retirement is delayed as long as possible. 
A possibility for consideration: On retirement the executive would be entitled to receive 
a maintenance of up to 75 % of the net maintenance received from the unit provided it 
had been channelled via CS during the past two years before retirement. 

Financial Data: 
It would be helpful to know the total number of persons a unit employs together with a 
breakup of the number of employees with a pay package equal or exceeding a regular 
maintenance. This would be helpful to determine the theoretical maximum number of 
Aurovilians a unit could carry.

Energy: 
The electrical master plan together with the AVC Smart Grid project is covering devel-
opment priorities to a large extent. Add to this the rapid increase in distributed roof 
top solar and Auroville can rightfully claim to make good progress towards sustainable 
energy management.  

Water: 
At present there are too many competing groups existing related to water planning, 
distribution and management. A unified approach with a focus on a comprehensive wa-
ter master plan is urgently needed. Due to the absence of such a plan GOI funding is not 
accessible or is very limited and developments take place in a haphazard manner.

Hostels & service apartments for Non-Aurovilian collaborators, business partners and 
contract employees: 
One important category in above list is missing: Assisted living service apartments 
for parents of Aurovilians. Too often Aurovilians need to leave Auroville in order 
to look after ailing parents, who would be ready to move to Auroville provided 
a space could be made available. Mona actually had submitted a project along 
those lines. This could be located outside the master plan area and could even 
generate some income

F.6- Economy groups consultation report.

Development priorities Feedback (November 5th, 2020):  Ulrich Blass, Frater-
nity 
Facilitate investment for promising start-ups and existing units: 
At present the only options to access financing for both start-ups and existing units is 
via donations (rarely), loans from executives (no interest) or external loans (Unity Fund, 
Loan Fund) which usually carry a heavy interest rate. Financing via equity participation is 
presently not supported. 

Add to this the costs of GST, PF, ESI compliance etc. which small external entities usu-
ally do not have to comply with (GST exemptions, SSI units with labour law exemptions 
etc.) and the Auroville entity is at a big competitive disadvantage.

What is needed is a new structure which allows equity participation from external par-
ties as well as Auroville units and individual Aurovilians and which provides the benefit 
of equity participation without selling short Auroville’s ideals. Difficult, but not impossi-
ble. (Divya K. has circulated some thoughts on this topic recently) 
Note: Some well established units sit on large amounts of Fixed Deposits which earn 
less and less interest. Some of that money could be assigned to a venture capital (Au-
roville style) pool. The contributor would have to have some benefit from this contribu-
tion, i.e. a win-win for both parties. 
Equally, more Business Park setups, such as Aurelec, Saracon, Auro-Bakhti are badly 
required. These spaces should be made available against a rent contribution and should 
not require full payment, as is the case with UTSAV, Mona’s project near Verite. 
TDC should identify suitable areas in various locations. Providing office space in the 
residential zone area should also be positively considered but in the form of an indepen-
dent complex and not as a part of a residential complex such as Kalpana. Locating office 
space too far away from the Residential Zone is not ideal as it increases circulation. 

Incubation programs for start-ups. 
The administrative procedures and complexities related to setting up a unit or making 
changes to the setup of an existing unit are very complex and somewhat de-motivating. 
To address this problem the so-called “Activity” entity was created. It was meant to be 
simple. However due to very limited oversight of the registration process the creation 
of new activities mushroomed dramatically. The response was a tight set of rules to be 
included in the CoC in order to regulate this type of entity. 
What is badly needed is a “Sandbox” type of environment with minimal administrative 
requirements, where ideas can be tried out and once validated, the required administra-
tive process can be initiated to convert to a functional unit.

Activity vers. Subunit. 
Units which function as an umbrella entity for activities and which have over 60 enti-
ties crowding under their umbrella can neither oversee nor guide the activity manager. 
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-------- Forwarded Message --------

Sub-
ject: 

Re: Ecomomy sector - notes for invited inputs 
and feeback

Date: Wed, 25 Nov 2020 16:42:05 +0530
From: Suryamayi Aswini <suryamayi@auroville.org.

in>
To: Suhasini Ayer <suhasini@auroville.org.in>

Dear Suhasini,

Thank you for having responded to my questions. Below is my personal feedback. 
Regarding BCC’s feedback, it is on this agenda for this week’s meeting to discuss. I hope 
we can send it through next week.

Warmly,

Suryamayi.

 Regarding Policy (1) – Facilitate investment for promising start-ups and existing units:

I would support programme (2) Support Programs over programme (1) Incubation pro-
grams for start-ups at this stage. To my (limited) knowledge incubation programmes for 
start-ups have been tried and have not yielded strong results. Support programs have 
been tried and yielded strong results (i.e. sending Jane of Mason & Co to management 
school). The former is also riskier than the latter in economic terms. Existing units also 
have demonstrated long-term commitment from executives.

I would strongly support Project (1) Investment board/group to manage cross-unit invest-
ments. I don’t know many examples of units with significant financial capital investing 
in the growth, R&D of other units – even within the same trust or sector. This is an un-
tapped resource, and seems an obvious practice for a communal economy such as Auro-
ville. Additionally, the investment board/group could advise on other funding sources, 
notably CSR funding, which seems to be a low-hanging fruit that poses no complication 
as a funding source in Auroville’s unique legal-economic context.

I have no feedback on 2, and I support (3) evaluating/monitoring business plans.

Regarding (4) Amendment to Auroville Contribution Policy to encourage growth and 
investment, I have considerable reservations. The current contribution policy (minimum 
of 33% of profits) leaves a significant amount – 66% of profits – that can be used for 
growth and investment. I think this is already high, and furthermore, not all sectors re-
quire such an amount for re-investing in their own growth and investment (consultants, 
for example, who require little capital for equipment, for example). I think the contribu-
tion policy needs to be revisited to be higher for sectors that do not require funds for 
capital investment or R&D, especially if, as at present, this profit is not being used for 

cross-unit investment to further develop the Auroville economy.

Regarding Policy (2) – Facilitate the attraction and retention of skilled human resources:

I do not feel any resonance with program (1) Program to attract skilled people to Auro-
ville.

I strongly support program (2) Housing program, and any changes to the Housing Policy 
(Project 2) required to carry this out.

Regarding program (3) Benefits program, including health, education, leisure, goods and 
services, much of this is already provided through centrally supported budgets. I think 
this is important to retain the communal character of Auroville. I would rather see in-
creased funding to make key services fully supported by budgets rather than allocating 
‘benefits’ on an individual ‘Maintenance’ level basis (Project 3).

I do support the Individual growth and succession program (4). I think it is important that 
– young people especially – are provided with funding/opportunities to develop their 
skill sets outside of the Auroville context if needed. I would therefore support Project 
(4) Management training for Executives. Regarding (1) Skill training and internships for 
youth, Newcomers and Volunteers, this has been attempted in a more formalised way 
in several iterations with little success. It seems we simply do not have the carrying ca-
pacity to do so at present, as it requires a lot of time and resources from existing units/
centres. Perhaps the ad-hoc one-on-one internships is the way to continue for now. 

“By our stumbling the world is perfected”  ~ Sri Aurobindo

Suryamayi | Gaia, Auroville | +91 9489457158

Dear Suhasini, 
I truly appreciate you applying yourself to defining development priorities, to 
inform broad policies supported by the widest degree of shared participants 
(groups, individuals, etc). 
I did not find the presentation easy to understand - there were only a few valu-
able ‘takeaways’ outside of the basis that the process is warranted, and you have 
compiled input through focused meetings with many good people, and data 
collection. 
That much could be understood. Yes, the laser pointer could have helped to fol-
low talking points, but actually even then the information layout was not succinct 
or visually focused enough.  
I could offer feedback on many aspects of it, but simply put it isn’t ultra accessible 
in its current form. That isn’t so good, because of effort, aims, etc. It’s not about 
‘accuracy of the data’ rather the way it is compiled. 
There is a statistician named Fred who did an excellent job with a ton of random 
data for a recent survey I was part of. I highly recommend him because he could 
help make the information accessible. Intuitive and technical talent. 
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Designing parameters for display of the data it could then also be possible to have 
versions - one raw, one for technical advisors, one for heads of diverse depart-
ments, one for informed laypersons, one for people with very little understand-
ing. 
Maybe you see what I mean :-) 
Suryamayi made a comment along these lines, us as ‘dept. heads’ would tell oth-
ers “We listened to a talk about meetings and data, which informed an outline of 
sorts and some statistical trends”. Better would be something overly simplified, 
using the data as a supporting reference only. 
Otherwise the meeting was nice, thanks again for organizing it. 
love, 
Isha 
ps: And yes, some kind of Basic Income system would change the overall econom-
ic situation a lot.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: Fwd: re:Development Priorities Feedback
Date: Wed, 9 Dec 2020 09:19:39 +0530

From: Suryamayi Aswini <suryamayi@auroville.
org.in>

To: Suhasini Ayer <suhasini@auroville.org.in>
CC: Danny Merguei <danny@auroville.org.in>

Dear Suhasini,

See below feedback from one other BCC member (Danny Merguei, in cc) on the Devel-
opment Priorities presentation.

Warmly,

Suryamayi.

“By our stumbling the world is perfected”  ~ Sri Aurobindo 

Suryamayi | Gaia, Auroville | +91 9489457158

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Danny Merguei <danny@auroville.org.in> 
Date: Mon, Dec 7, 2020 at 5:22 AM 
Subject: Re: Team meeting or Subgroup re:Development Priorities Feedback 
To: BCC OFFICE <bccoffice@auroville.org.in> 
Cc: BCC AV <bcc@auroville.org.in>

Dear Suryamyi,

Thanks for sharing. I’m trying to give my feedback but feels that some background 
information is missing for me.

I’m missing the AV monetary policy in order to decide on investment priorities.

Are we going to Expansionary policy? Is there any policy about the reserves AV should 
keep?

Now the interest rate on monetary investments are high which leads to hold high 
reserves for the benefit of the interest income. How can we challenge that with alterna-
tive sources of income?

Anyway, my priorities for investments would be:

Human resources - most important resource for the development of AV. For that we 
need to invest in trainings and management support (2.1.1; 2.1.4 in the feedback table)

Physical infrastructure - Energy, roads, water, communication and more. This will im-
prove our economic growth and seems very much needed (Can’t find this type of policy 
in the doc).

These investments also contribute to reducing unemployment.

Maintenance policy should be reviewed in any case after so many years.

With Contribution policy I would wait due to the economic situation which makes the 
difficulty to predict

Peace

Danny www.wellpaper.org

F.7- Health groups consultation report.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: yesterday’s meeting on health
Date: Sat, 5 Dec 2020 09:30:37 +0530

From: Dan <dan@auroville.org.in>
To: Tejaswini M <tejaswini-avenir@auroville.org.in>, 

Suhasini Ayer <suhasini@auroville.org.in>
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CC: Sreevatsa L’Avenir <sreevatsa-avenir@auroville.
org.in>, Sumeet .Kumar <sumeet@auroville.org.
in>

Good Morning Suhasini and Tejaswini,

I would like to thank you for your initiative to tackle the topic of ‘Health’ as one of the 
mains topics for the further development of Auroville.

I convey to you my willingness to help and to be part of a possible next team of reflec-
tion/action on the topic.

Like you, I am convinced that it doesn’t make sense to reflect on ‘economy’, ‘energy’, 
‘governance’ and other big topics if the population of our city is physically and/or men-
tally unhealthy since both are intimately linked and connected. In fact, mental issues 
lead frequently to physical disorders.

On top of what has been shared yesterday, which represent a solid base for further 
reflection and work, I would like to inform or remind you of some initiatives that are 
already in the pipeline in Auroville, and that could be of interest to the overall discussion 
on the topic:

* The discussions about a ‘Social Hub are still pending’. Such a structure would cover 
all the activities and purposes related to health & wellbeing. All the activities/groups 
linked to the topic, have already participated, by near or by far, in these discussions. 
This ‘Social Hub’ would represent a big step to harmonize and invite for collaboration all 
the actors of the field. Since the topic has been carried so far by the Council, the group 
waits for the next steps to be proposed

* In Santé, we have a protocol called PCC (Patient Care Conference), which aims to 
tackle diseases from a holistic perspective, following Mother’s teachings, associating 
several different practices to treat a specific patient in a way that could help others and 
de-activate the increase of further cases. Also, we conducted a few months of training 
about diabetes B., we held an 8-week training about balance for the elders (from both a 
physiotherapist and mental perspective), we are initiating research about how to treat 
auto-immune diseases from both Ayurvedic/diet and mental perspectives, etc.

* The seniors and their possible specific issues age-related, are since 6 months, tackled 
by the ‘Third-age group’ (coordinated by Mattram)

* There is also a group that is conducting discussions on the topic of death, in Auroville 

All the above initiatives, not to mention all those that are not publically acknowledged, 
witness the willingness of many Aurovilians to contribute to the wellbeing of all. How-
ever, they may appear as too much disseminated and isolated, leading to too much en-
ergy/time spent without concrete outcomes, and they would necessarily deserve more 
attention, coordination, and common strategy.

@ Suhasini, finally, I would like to come back on what you shared about the Vaccination 
topic in Auroville, which could, according to you, be strongly coming up in the next 
months, and that could eventually split the community. Like many of us, I regularly fol-
low the international news, and the topic of vaccination against the Covid is part of the 
discussions I have here and there with friends. Not to mention all the statements that 
are shared on Auronet, on the subject. Basically, it appears that the fact to be Aurovilian 
doesn’t necessarily lead to promote one side or the other (for or against the vaccina-
tion). Foreseeing the debate before being forced to abide some rules from the GOI 
could probably help to de-activate tensions in our community.

I thank you for your consideration and wish you a happy weekend.

Tell me if and how I could be of help.

CC to Sreevatsa and Sumeet.

Dan 
-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: Re: Health Sector - Policies - 
Programs - Projects inputs for 
development priorities

Date: Mon, 7 Dec 2020 15:31:20 
+0530

From: pauli <pauli@auroville.org.
in>

To: Suhasini Ayer <suhasini@
auroville.org.in>

Dear Suhasini,

I totally agree with you that a more universal data collection system needs to be put in 
place to better read and understand the collected data. 

Why the AVHC has an average of 8 AV and Sante in comparison has 30 AV per day visit-
ing is due to the fact that all 8 AV visiting AVHC see a GP, but out of 30 AV visiting Sante, 
most probably only 2 or 3 see a GP, all other 28 or 27 AV come for other treatments 
which are offered by Sante (shiatsu, Ayurveda, physio, Reiki...etc) which do not involve 
a GP, but the data appears as if sante is covering far more patients than AVHC. This 
might be misleading in the long run.

I believe the Entry Service or Entry Board should get involved in this exercise as well. 
Since more than 1 year I keep informing them that the age group of joining New Comer 
has drastically changed. 

And that this might create an imbalance in our health care system in the future.
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As I am with Mechtild organising the Homecare and senior care...we are worried when 
we see NC of age 75, and the latest being 79 years old!! 

We hardly have enough caregivers and housing for AV who spent 50 years plus in Av, 
how will we be able to welcome AV into our senior care system who have joined 2 years 
ago and now need permanent care and housing? The financial situation of them is often 
the least problem, especially if they are of foreign origins, but the Human Resource’s to 
look after their needs are missing. 

Mahalakshmi Home has 1 space left and Marika senior Home as well. I think it’s clear 
that capacities are stretched. Adding more far advanced seniors to the whole system 
isn’t a great idea. 

The Health Fund will be organised and handled by Stefan (evergreen) and Meenal as I 
am full time with AVHS senior home care. 

I am a backup person for those 2 and available in case of difficult issues or questions but 
won’t do the administrative role of the Health Fund in future. 

To develop a 6 day operating primary care service is crucial. At present Dr. Amarnath 
gets stretched and called, not because he is the most skilled doctor or most popular 
(not to say that he is not skilled but I guess you understand what I am trying to convey) 
but because he is available, 24/7. 

The ambulance as well deals with non-emergency cases as primary GP care is available 
in very limited form. 

If you think anything further from my side is needed, let me know. 

Many greetings 

Paula

Dan, 07 Dec. 2020

Health Sector - Policies - Programs - Projects inputs for development priorities

Project: Establish Health - physical & mental - as a main component of the growth and 
the sustainability of Auroville, and harmonize its content and shape in the light of Moth-
er’s teachings

NB: The points of a future policy could eventually match the related points in the 
program

 * = priorities for the coming 5 years 

Underlaying pre-requisite conditions of the Project (5 years and above):

	The practices of health and wellbeing in Auroville should match the teachings 
of Mother. They should be innovative in a perspective of a holistic approach of 
medicine for then, be shared with the world, since Auroville is meant to be the 
city the world needs

	As much as possible, in order to achieve the aim, the individual perspectives 
should surrender to the collective benefit and efforts should be coordinated in 
management and collection of correlated data

Program (Policy to be created accordingly):

1. Regarding the database of the health practices in Auroville:

2. Regarding the individual and collective practice:

3. Regarding the overall organisation of the sector of Health in Auroville

4. Regarding health fund framework:

5. Regarding emergency situations:

6. Regarding the position of Auroville-Health in the world:

7. Regarding Mother’s teachings on health:

8. Regarding the database of the health practices in Auroville: 

Creation of a specific software / database to *:

	Create a directory of all therapists/practitioners in Auroville * (already initiated 
several times without final outcome, see last initiative with Academy of Healing Arts 
(Aurelio, Jocelyn, Krupa, Sangeetha, etc.) - Database and Registration July 2019)

	Collect harmonizingly the data of the 4 main sources of healing in Auroville *:

•	 Health Centre of Aspiration

•	 Santé

•	 Therapists centres (Quiet, Pitanga, Vérité, etc.) 

•	 Individual practitioners  

	Distinguish patients’ visits related to *: 

•	 Ambulance 
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•	 Emergency and/or nursing

•	 Chronical diseases

•	 Cases shared with other TN or Pondy Hospitals/Clinics

•	 Mental/psychological issues

•	 Wellbeing & massages

•	 Etc.

	Introduce anonymous parameters of classification linked to *:

•	 Age 

•	 Gender

•	 Social background

•	 Medical background

•	 Etc.

9. Regarding the individual and collective practice:

	Creation of a code of ‘Ethics & Conduct’ for all of AV’s health & wellbeing practi-
tioners * (already initiated, see last initiative with Paula (Santé) and other therapists 
and resources persons)

	Invitation for the practitioners of ‘peer-covision’ and continuing self-development *

	Invitation for the practitioners of on-going trainings to enhance their practice and 
knowledge *

	Invitation for the practitioners to train themselves on how to handle possible emo-
tional-overwhelming reactions of their patients during their practice *

	Etc.

10. Regarding the overall organisation of the sector of Health in Auroville

	Promoting health as a main component of Auroville’s further growth and sustainabil-
ity *

	Creation of a specific horizontal structure to host all activities to be registered 
(under the Health Trust in Auroville, or another adequate structure to be identified 
and/or created), in order to * (Numerous actors have already brainstormed on the 

creation of a Social hub, reports available on request):

o Centralize the data of all activities/stakeholders related to Health *

o Identify and incorporate the fields linked to wellbeing that are not specifically 
related to health (domestic violence, substance-abuse, inter-generational conflicts, 
financial issues, etc.) *

o Be the credible and acknowledged link/interface with the GOI, the Bioregion and the 
Health Structures in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry (PIMS, JIPMER, etc.) *

o Fund-raise for self-development *

o Etc.

	Create and/or extend the missing structures in Auroville

o Maternity *

o Geriatric structures (already existing, Marika’s Home & Mahalakshmi Home)

o Psychiatric ward

o End of life topics (Farewell, wills *, forms *, etc.)

o Etc.

	Creation of a common platform of communication between the different actors *

o Health-Centre & Santé should find a way to collaborate and harmonize their strategy 
and communication, in order to become complementary *

o Others 

11. Regarding health fund framework:

	Identifying the practices to be covered (or not) by the Health fund

	Clear communication to the community with regard to refund-policy

	Collect funds for trainings for the practitioners (ex. with SAIIER)

	Etc.

12. Regarding emergency situations:

	Reinforcing the field of action of a specific task-force in case of emergency * (already 
done, see the outcomes of Covid TF)
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	Creating an inpatients structure with necessary medical care and equipment *

	Foreseeing and anticipating possible natural developments of the world/societies 
and into a city which may suddenly grow to reach 10.000 people, in terms of physical 
and mental issues *

	Identification/creation of a network of resources persons willing to help and support 
in all fields, especially with an increasing of challenging cases * (already initiated with 
the Third-Age group for the seniors) 

13. Regarding the position of Auroville-Health in the world

	Creating specific data for the ‘Auroville Experience’ *

	Find new creative approach related to Mother’s teachings on health

	Promote the relationships and collaboration with the related Tamil-Nadu health Insti-
tutions (JIPMER, PIMS, etc.) and in all India *

	Spread the Auroville Experience worldwide

14. Regarding Mother’s teachings on health:

	Match the practices of health and wellbeing with the teachings of Mother

	Promoting and implementing these practices inside and outside of Auroville, by:

o Creating of a Centre of studies on Mother’s teachings regarding health in Auroville

o Organizing national and international events regarding Mother’s holistic approach 
and its implementation in Auroville

o Creating a specific website dedicated to the above aim

o Etc.

F.8- Water groups consultation report.

Dear all,

Smart water metering and network etc. is very necessary and I fully support the entire 
proposed policy.

 Surface Water Management in ponds and swales for integrated potable water resource:

We don’t know what is exactly going on under our feet. 

For now, we could experience the abundant rainfall and see that most water bodies 

filled up and spilled over.

For years I have been working and gradually increasing the capacity of these water 
bodies.

If we could identify which ones have the most impact on the aquifers, then these should 
be enlarged and deepened even more.

I still believe that all new buildings should have a proper rainwater harvesting system, 
which water could be used directly or guided into one of the water bodies for recharge.

Kireet - 24-12-2020, 14:54

F.9- Auroville Town Development Council consultation report.

No written inputs or feedback received 

F.10- Auroville Council organised multi- working group presentation. 

No written inputs or feedback received 

WATER – inputs from Giulio (green) and Tom (red)
Policy Programs Projects

A- Regulation for standardis-
ing of supply and consump-
tion

1- standardised metering at 
points of supply & consump-
tion, with dedicated meters 
for irrigation, to enable de-
mands vs sources evaluation 
- data collection and mng

1- Map of pipeline network for 
each community / settlement 
2- Smart water metering and 
network
3- Database with web-based 
interface for data access
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WATER – inputs from Giulio (green) and Tom (red)
B- Potable water security with 
conservation & multi-sourcing

1 - Provide uninterrupted 
and efficient water supply 
networks
2 - Water conservation meas-
ures combining consumer 
awareness and pricing slabs.
3 – Meteorological data collec-
tion.

1- water demand study for 
incremental development of 
multi sourcing plan
2- Strengthen and systematise 
the collection of Meteo Data 
within and around the city 
area in a 20 km radius (both 
manual and automatic)
3- Storm Water Management 
for collection of water from 
roads and other common 
impervious surfaces
4- Rainwater Harvesting 
Systems at household level 
for local consumption and / 
or discharge into common 
surface water bodies
5- Surface Water Manage-
ment in ponds and swales 
for integrated potable water 
resource
6- Identification of best areas 
for groundwater recharge 
using excess water, and their 
protection from pollution

C- Decentralised water 
recycling and reduce potable 
water demand

1 - Development Regulations 
- mandatory recycling of all 
sewage
2- Plan for recycled water use 
in toilets by 2025

1- Repair, improve and extend 
existing recycling systems 
including distribution.
2- Provide for recycling sys-
tems in all existing and new 
developments.
3- Safely integrate treated 
wastewater network for local 
reuse to provide for specific 
water demands.
4- Creation of a central stor-
age of treated wastewater 
in the central area (higher 
ground) of the city.

D- Develop a technically sound 
and resilient system

1 – Centralise the operation, 
management and administra-
tion of the system

1. Develop, upgrade and sup-
port the scientific, technical 
and maintenance services
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Please note:

1- The study has not yet been proof read and edited. If there are errors of 
spelling, grammar and paragraphing, please email suhasini@auroville.
org.in with details

2- The study has been done with an MoU with Auroville Town Develop-
ment Council and is undertaken to enable “evidence based” detail 
development plan preparation. If there are errors and / or oversight in 
the data presented, please email suhasini@auroville.org.in with the 
data source and revisions to be integrated 


